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ABSTRACT

In this paper we study some basic aspects of (Lorentzian) field theory on compact Lorentz
manifolds. All compact spacctimes are acausal, i.e. possess closed timelike curves; this makes
them a useful testbed in analyzing some new notions of causality that we will introduce for more
general acausal spacetimes. In addition, studying compact spacetimes in their own right raises a
wide range of fascinating mathematical problems some of which we will explore. We will see that
it is reasonable to expect Lorentzian field theory on a compact spaceiime to provide information
on the topology of the underlying manifold; if this is true, then this information is likely to be
"orthogonal" (or complementary) to the information obtained through the study of Euclidean field
theory.
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1. INTRODUCTION
As a fundamental physical theory, General Relativity is well known
for not imposing any constraints on the geometry of spacetirae other than
the Lorentzian-manifold structure and the Einstein field equations. These
constraints are mild: Every noncompact manifold admits a Lorentz metric,
and unless one puts rather strong (energy) conditions on the form of the
admissible stress-energy tensors, most any Lorentz metric is allowed as a
possible solution. In specific problems, it may be appropriate to impose
additional model-dependent constraints (such as symmetry or asymptotic
conditions) on the geometry, and more generally, under a wide range of
physical circumstances it is reasonable to assume the classical energy conditions. However, it is neither suggested nor warranted by the theory to
discard any entire class of spacetimes as "unphysical," regardless of how
strange and counter-intuitive their properties may be. Attitudes that lead
to such selective, ad hoc dismissals of space time phenomena may be misleading and counterproductive; consider, for an example, the history of
precisely this kind of attitudes that were held against singularities and
horizons in the early decades of relativity.
Currently, causality conditions are widely believed to be natural constraints to impose on realistic spacetimes; e.g., a physically admissible
spacetime is generally assumed to be free of closed causal curves. The
standard arguments given to justify this view all seem to be based on the
notion of free will (see, e.g., [24], p. 189). The mathematical embodiment
of this viewpoint, at least in classical General Relativity, is the much more
general strong Cosmic Censorship Hypothesis (CCH) (Penrose (35), Clarke
et al. [11]). The "mildest" acausal spacetimes are those which simply
fail to be globally hyperbolic, i.e. which violate only the strongest of all
causality conditions. Such spacetimes need not possess any closed causal
curves. The strong CCH asserts that spacetimes that develop from regular,
well posed, generic initial data never violate global hyperbolicity, i.e., that
the maximal Cauchy developments of such data are inextendible. This is
equivalent to the assertion that all Cauchy horizons that develop from arbitrary (but well posed and regular) initial data are unstable (nongeneric).
Specific examples of such horizons are obtained when the development of
the Cauchy data gives rise to closed causal curves, lying in a region to the
future of the initial surface. The null boundary that separates this region
from the remaining, causal part of spacetime is a Cauchy horizon, and the
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strong CCH predicts that this horizon will be Unstable against small perturbations, thus preventing one from ever creating the closed causal curves
that lie in its future.
Recently, it has been discovered ([33)) that it is in fact possible to
prepare regular, generic Cauchy data whose unique (stable) evolution produces closed timelike curves, provided one ia allowed to use (i) matter fields
that violate the averaged weak energy condition ([37], [33]), and (ii) an initial Cauchy surface with wormhole topology [e.g. with topology (R* with
a handle) = R* # (S 3 x S1) in the asymptotically-flat case, or (£* with a
handle) = 5 s # (S1 x S1} in the compact case]. Indeed, with the example
that is described in detail in (33], we explicitly construct a Cauchy horizon which almost certainly (the rigorous proof being not yet published) is
stable, and which thus constitutes a counterexample to the strong CCH as
described above. In this construction, matter fields that violate the averaged weak energy condition play a crucial role, not only in maintaining a
traversible wormhole over macroscopic timescales, but also in providing for
the stability of the Cauchy horizon (see [33] for details).
The responsibility of ruling out closed causal curves in General Relativity thus rests with quantum field theory (which might rule out stressenergy tensors that violate the averaged weak energy condition), and quantum gravity (which might prohibit the topology change that is necessary to
create Cauchy surfaces with wormhole topology, when the spatial sections
of spacetime are initially simply connected). Given the nature of the two
fields, it is reasonable to assume that the answers to these problems are not
going to be firmly in hand any time soon. Moreover, the strong-CCH argument can only rule out those closed causal curves which are "produced"
when the spacetime initially does not have them; it cannot rule out those
causal loops which may be "primordial," i.e. which may exist in the spacetime eternally: Even if the strong CCH were to be proven "true" eventually
by definitive results in quantum gravity orfieldtheory, this would still leave
the question open for spacelimes with primordial closed causal curves.
These considerations have recently led the author and his collaborators (Friedman et al. |18]) to the conclusion that it is important to explore
the alternative possibility, namely that the laws of physics might not rule
out closed causal curves. In the course of their investigations, the authors
have arrived at a mathematically well-defined viewpoint that allows theoretical physics to continue consistently in the presence of causal loops; this
is embodied in the Principle of Self Consistency which we describe briefly in

Sect. 3.1 below. We will not expound this viewpoint any further here as it
and its consequences are discussed in detail in a separate publication ([18]).
Instead, in this paper we will study some basic aspects of (Lorentzian) field
theory on compact Lorentz manifolds, which we hope will provide useful
insights into the physics and mathematics of more general acausal spacetimes.
All compact Lorentz manifolds possess closed timelike curves (see
Sect. 2 below), and compactness allows elegant mathematical formulations
for many of the notions that we will introduce below for more general
acausal spacetimes (Sect. 3). In addition, we believe there are good mathematical reasons to study compact spacetimes in their own right. It is
well known that an astonishing amount of information on the topology and
geometry of a compact (Riemannian) manifold can be obtained by studying euclidean field theory on its background. Examples are the analysis of
the Laplacian and other related elliptic operators on Riemannian manifolds
(reviewed in [38]), the more recent advances in four-dimensional topology
achieved through the study of (euclidean) Yang-Mills fields ([14]), and the
recent application of euclidean quantum-field-theory ideas to the analysis
of the topology of (compact) low-dimensional manifolds ([5], [42]). We wilt
see that it is reasonable to expect Lorentzian field theory on a compact
spacetime to provide similar kinds of information on the topology of the
underlying manifold; if so, it is likely that such information will be "orthogonal" (or complementary) to the information obtained through the study
of euclidean field theory. Furthermore, there are too many serious problems with the standard "Wick-rotation" argument to justify euclidean field
theory in general, in an arbitrary curved spacetime (see [29] and the references therein). It is our view that ultimately all path integrals in field
theory must be computable (after suitable regularization) in the Lorentzian
regime, and studying Lorentzian field theory on compact spacetimes may
offer fresh ctues as to how such computations could be done.
Our most general problem, then, is the study of (Lorentzian) YangMills fields on compact spacetimes, possibly also coupled to (spinorial)
fermions. In this generality, the problem raises issues whose resolution is
likely to involve long and extensive investigations and a substantial research
effort. As a prelude to such investigations, in this paper we will study simpler (linear) field theories involving differential forms as test fields on a
compact background spacetime (sec Sect. 5 for details). These theories are
simple mathematical generalizations of Maxwell's theory. In fact, for zeroforms in two dimensions our theory reduces to that of a scalar field <f> satis-

fying u4> = 0, and for 1-forms in four dimensions it is the standard Maxwell
theory jabelian Yang-Mills for a trivial {/(l)-bundle over space time). We
will start, in Sect. 2, with a brief review on compact spacetimes. In Sect. 3
we introduce some new notions of causality (for acausal spacetimes) which
will motivate most of the discussion that follows. These notions are in turn
motivated by the Principle of Self Consistency which is described briefly
in Sect. 3.1. In Sect. 4, we illustrate our causality notions by studying twodimensional compact spacetimes where our analyses become particularly
simple. Section 5 describes the mathematical details of the general formalism with differential forms as test fields. In Sect. 6, we give some geometric
criteria related to the causality notions of Sect. 3; these criteria involve the
geometry of null hypersurfaceB and the spectrum of the d'Atembertian on
forms. The last Section 7 contains a discussion and some speculations on
the problems of quantizing a classical field theory denned on a compact
background spacetime.
The reader Bhould be warned that part of our discussion in this paper involves a fair amount of conjecturing and speculation: Some of our
results are more in the form of exploring possible directions for future research than being rigorously-proved mathematical theorems. In particular,
we will be rather cavalier in treating those aspects of our problems that
involve hard analysis. The primary goal of this paper is to communicate
to the mathematical-physics community (and to some extent also to topologists and geometers) the wide range of fascinating questions on compact
spacetimes that still remain largely unexplored.
2. COMPACT SPACETIMES
By a spacetimt we will always mean a real, connected, C°° manifold
M without boundary, with arbitrary dimension n (> 2), and with a smooth
(C°°) metric g of Lorentz signature (+,+,•••,+,—). For any smooth manifold the existence of a Lorentz metric is equivalent to the existence of a
global line field (a smooth 1-dimensional distribution); see Markus J28],
Every noncompact manifold admits a global line field; in fact every noncompact manifold admits a vector field without zeros. (There always exists
a vector field with isolated zeros; by noncoinpactness, it is possible to push
the set of zeros to "infinity" using a sequence of diffeomorphisms which
locally approach identity around every point.) For a compact, oricntable
manifold M, the existence of a Lorentz metric and the following conditions are all equivalent: (i): There exists a global line field on Af. (ii):
x(M) = 0 \x{M) denotes the Euler number of M\. (iii): M admits a

nowhere-zero vector field (not necessarily timelike). To prove (i)=>(ii),
consider the double covering M of M associated with the given line field.
By construction, there always exists a nowhere-zero vector field on M; this
implies x(M) = X(M) = 0 (see, e.g. Hirsch |25], Theorem 5.2.2, p. 133).
The Euler number of a compact (oricntable) manifold Af is equal to the
Euler characteristic of its tangent bundle, and it is a standard result that
every vector bundle over M with vanishing Euler characteristic admits a
global (nowhere-zero) Bection (Hirsch [25], Theorem 5.2.10, p. 137); this
proves (ii) =>• (iii). Finally, given a nowhere-zero vector field X on M, let
X = Xl\gH{X, X)] 1 ' 1 , and let w be the 1-form equivalent to X with respect
to some Riemannian metric gn on Af. Then jj, = j/j - 2w ® w is a smooth
metric of Lorentz signature; thus Af admits a Lorentz metric whenever (iii)
holds. A spacetime (Af, g) is called time-orientable if the bundle of timelike
vectors over Af is disconnected (with two components). Time-orientability
is equivalent to the existence of a nowhere-zero timelike vector field on Af
[thus (Af,;) is time-orient able when Af is simply connected). If (M,g) is
not time-orient able, then its double covering [M,n'g) (the same covering
as that associated with the timelike line field on M, * : M —> Af being
the projection) is a connected, time-orientable spacetime. Thus there is
no real loss of generality in assuming that all spacetimes we consider are
both oriented and time-orientable, and we will make this assumption unless
stated otherwise.
Every odd-dimensionai compact (orientable) manifold has zero Euler number, but for even-dimensional compact manifolds, x(M) = 0 is a
nontrivial topological obstruction to the existence of Lorentz structures.
Since we focus mostly on even-dimensional compact spacetimes in this paper (for reasons that are described in Sect. 5 below), we will now discuss
this obstruction in a bit more detail.
In two dimensions, x(Af) = 0 completely fixes the topology of a. compact spacetime to be that of the two-torus (Sect. 4). For a compact fourmanifold M, combining Poincare duality ([39]) with x(A/} = 0 gives ii =
1 + 61/2 > 1, where 6* (A/) denote the Betti numbers of Af. Hence a compact, four-dimensional spacetime (M,g) cannot be simply connected (]24j).
It follows that (Af, g) has a noncompact, (universal) simply-connected covering space {M,g); this might lead one to the conclusion that (A/,j) is a
more "natural" model for the spacetime than (Af, g) itself ([24], p. 190).
We will not subscribe to this viewpoint, but instead adopt the view that
spacetime topology is fixed a priori, analogously to fixing the equations
that physical fields satisfy. From this point of view, the statement that

spacetime has the topology of M IB equivalent to imposing certain periodicity constraints on all physical fields (including the metric) defined on the
covering space M.
In (even) dimensions higher than four, the obstruction x(Af) = 0
becomes milder. In particular, there exist higher-even-dimensional simplyconnected compact spacetimes. A six-dimensional example is S s X S s ,
equipped with the Lorentz structure consisting of the canonical Lorentz
metric on Ss direct-summed with the canonical Riemannian metric on S1.
[By the canonical Lorentz metric on an odd-sphere Sin~l, we mean the following: With the imbedding S5—1 = {| *i |' + - • - + | zn |* = 1} C C" = flln,
consider the nowhere-zero vector field X on S1"'1 associated with the 1parametei flow <j>t : [zx
zn) >-> (eilz^...,eitzn).
In the standard coordinates on Rln, X is given by the vector field X^it-Sud/Sz* +
tangent to S1""1. Let w be the 1-form equivalent to the (unit) vector
field X with respect to the canonical Riemannian metric gK on S 1 "" 1 .
Then the canonical Lorentz structure on S 1 "" 1 is defined by the metric
9l = 9R - 2u> ® «>.] I n fact > m a " e v e n dimensions including four, any
manifold Af with x(A/) ^ 0 can be turned into & manifold with x = ° after
connected-summing with certain fixed, well-known manifolds. For example,
in four dimensions, consider the compact orlentabk manifolds Ut = CP1
and Dt = CP^T*. We have x ( ^ ) = 3 and x(Dt) = 1. where more
generally x(CPm) = m + 1, x{T") = 0, and we have used the well-known
Tact x(Afi#Af,) = x(Afi) + x f ^ ) - 2 (I39])' If A/ is a four-manifold with
x{M) = ~p (p > 0), then M #(£/ 4 # • • • #U4) (where the connected sum in
parenthesis has p terms) has zero Euler number; similarly, if x(Af) = +q
[q > 0), then the Euler number of M#{Dt#- • • #£>*) (where the connected sum in parenthesis has q terms) vanishes. Therefore, x = 0 is not
an essential restriction from the viewpoint of topological classification: Any
information on the topology of four-manifolds M with x[M) = 0 directly
translates into equally valuable information on the topology of all orientable
compact four-manifolds. In higher (2m) dimensions, it is possible to find
similar well-known manifolds LTJm and D Sm with xC^in.) = 3, x[^im) = 1,
so that the above argument continues to apply. In particular, when m = 2fc
one can choose Uik = CP*k#(Ti>:it •• • #Tik) and Dik = Utk#T4", where
the connected sum in parenthesis has (k — 1) terms.
When combined with extra assumptions on the topology of M, x = 0
may become a powerful restriction. As an example, consider the assumption
thai *i(Af), thi1 rumiattitwtal group of Af, Is abcll&n (|2T|). It is known
([10]) that for the Uutti numbers of a compact manifold with abelian 7Tj(Af)

the inequality 6|(6i — 1) < 26j holds. If furthermore the constraint
0 is imposed {which implies ti = 1 + fcj/2), then a four-manifold can only
have the b, values 0, 2, 4, and 6. Therefore, a compact four-dimensional
spacetime with abelian fundamental group can only have the homology
types (1,0), (2,2), (3,4), or (4,6) for its Betti numbers (&i,6j) (see [27] for
details). For a six-dimensional compact spacetime with abelian TTt(M), the
same argument yields the estimate 26i < 1 + \ / l + 8bj on the first Betti
number 6i.
All compact spacetimes are acausal; i.e. they contain closed causal (in
fact timelike) curves. [By a "curve" we will always mean a C curve. Note
that our use of the term "acausal" for spacetimes with closed causal curves
Bhould not be confused with the notion of an acausal (or achronat) subset
in spacetime: A subset S is called acausal (achronal) if no two points of S
can be joined by a causal (timelike) curve.] This is stated (but not quite
proved) as proposition 6.4.2 in [24]. For a proof, consider the covering of a
compact spacetime (M,g) by open sets of the form {I+(p),p € M}. Since
M is compact, this covering has a finite subcover {/ + (pi),... ,/+(j>*)}.
The point pt is contained in / + {p( l ) for some 1 < ii < fc; the point ptl
is contained in / + (pi,), and BO on. Since the subcover is finite, eventually
some point pi, must belong to / + (PI,) where a < r. Then there is a pastdirected timelike curve joining pi, to pit (since s < r), and another one
joining pir to p(, [since pt, e I+[pi.) ]; this gives a closed timelike curve
through pi. (and pir) in M. In general, the (open) subset of points of (Af, g)
through which there are closed timelike curves (the "chronology-violating
set" of M) can be written as the disjoint union of subsets of the form
/ + (p) n I~(p) ((24], proposition 6.4.1). For a compact spacetime (M,g),
the chronology-violating set may or may not be equal to M; if there are
closed timelike curves through every point and if in addition M is simply
connected, then (M,g) does not admit any global spacelike hypersurfaces.
|A global spacdikt hj/persurface is a closed, imbedded, (n — t)-dimensional
spacelike submanifold without edge.] This is because such a hypersurface
divides a simply-connected (Af, g) into two disconnected pieces (say Af\ and
Afj), and a future-directed timelike curve can intersect the hypersurface
only in the direction from M\ to M2 and not from Af3 to Mt. For example,
S s x 5 s does not admit a global spacelike hypersurface. Even when M is not
simply connected, a compact spacetime may not admit such hypersurfaces;
an example in four dimensions is 5 s x S1 with the canonical Lorentz metric
on S s and the Riemannian metric on Sl.
Another set of constraints under which a compact spacetime does

not admit global spacelike hypersurfaces is the strong energy condition
coupled with the usual genericity conditions on the curvature tensor ([24]).
For the proof see Newman [34j. We will not impose these or any other
restrictions on the curvature tensor of the compact Lorentz manifolds we
consider: The energy conditions are irrelevant physically in the context of
acausal spacetimes (see Sect. 1), and because compact spacetimes do not
admit an initial-value interpretation, genericity conditions on curvature are
not as plausible as in the case of the spacetimes developing from well-posed
Cauchy data. For similar reasons, we will not impose any extra topological
constraints on Af either; e.g. we will not demand that a spin structure exists
on (M,g). It is well known ([IS]) that a noneompaet spacetime admits a
Bpin structure if and only if it is parallelizable. This result appears to be
false in the compact case, and the necessary and sufficient conditions for a
compact spacetime to admit spin structures are not wetl understood (see
[41] for a detailed discussion and references).
One significant geometric assumption that we will impose on our compact spacetimes is that of geodcsica! completeness. In contrast with the
Riemannian case, a compact Lorentz space is not necessarily complete.
Let 7 : [0, L) —* M be (a terminal segment of) an incomplete (timelike
or spacelike) geodesic in (Af, g), which Is parametrized by the arclength:
ffd'iT") = ±1> and which is inextendible beyond the parameter value L.
Since 7 is a geodesic, it is "locally flat" topologkally, i.e. in every normal
neighborhood of any point p on it the curve 7 looks like a straight line (a
Minkowski-space geodesic). In particular, if gR is any Riemannian metric
on M, and U and V are normal neighborhoods around p 6 7 with respect
to the metrics g/t and g, respectively, then in both (respective) normal coordinate systems on U n V 7 appears (nearly) straight. Since the curve
7 : [0,L) —• M is inextendible and M (being compact) is complete (as
a metric space) in any Riemannian metric, this implies that 7 has infinite
length (although it is not necessarily a geodesic) with respect to the metric git- Therefore, 7(3) (where s is the affine parameter) is essentially an
"infinite" curve; it has finite length in the Lorentz metric g only because
7.(s) asymptotes an (infinitely large) null vector as a —* L (Fig.l). [This
behavior is similar to the incompleteness behaviors of the Taub-NUT spacetime ([31]) and its two-dimensional analog, the "Misner space" ([30]).] To
express this claim more precisely, pick a unit timelike vector field X on
(Af,9) \g{X,X) = - l ! , a n d l o t u s 9 ( A T , ) . We claim that \g{X,i.{a)) | is
unboundedly large as s -•+ L. For the proof, assume that
Iff(A',-7.)|< C

(1)

for some constant C > 0. By the construction of the 1-form w, gn =
9 + 2u $ w is a Riemannian metric on Af. But Eq. (l) implies

and Eq. (2) is in contradiction with the fact that 7 : [0, L) —* M has infinite length in the Riemannian metric gR. Exactly the same argument (with
± replaced by 0) shows that an incomplete null geodesic must similarly have
infinite Riemannian length and a blowing-up tangent vector. It follows from
these results that g can be turned into a complete Lorentz metric just by
slightly "opening-up" its light cones. More precisely, if / e C~(A/) with
I / | < 1 is any suitable function supported in a neighborhood of 7, then the
curve 7 has infinite length (and hence cannot be incomplete) with respect
to the Lorenta metric g1 s g ± / ' u ® w (Fig.l). Consequently, we have
proved that for a compact (orientable) manifold Af the set Lorc(M) of all
complete Lorentz metrics is dense as a subset in Lcr(Af), where Lor(M)
denotes the space of all (time-orientable) Lorentz metrics on Af topologized
with the (L'-Jnorm obtained from any Riemannian structure. It is therefore
reasonable for us to focus our attention on complete compact spacetimes,
and we will do so throughout most of the paper.
Whether a compact spacetime is geodesically complete under the assumption of flatness remains a challenging open question. We conjecture
that there exist compact spacetimes which are flat and incomplete, and
we suspect that an example can be constructed along the lines of the twodimensional Misner space ([30|). [For a brief description of Misner space
see also p. 1448 of [33], The Misner spacetime is flat, noneompaet (with
topology S1 x R1], and geodesically incomplete; but all of its incomplete
geodesies are totally future (or past) imprisoned in a fixed, compact subset.]
Even with the assumption of completeness (which implies that the universal covering space is Minkowski), the classification of compact flat Lorentz
spaces is a much more difficult problem than in the Riemannian case as it
involves finding all discrete subgroups of the (noneompaet) Lorentz group.
This problem has only recently been solved (up to finite coverings) in Fried
[17] and Goldman and Kamishima [21]; we refer the reader to these sources
for further information.

3. CAUSALITY CONDITIONS FOR SPACETIMES WITH CLOSED
CAUSAL CURVES

conceivable that distribution-solutions will play a much more important
role in this context when nonlinear field theories are treated.

S.I. The Principle of Self Con&isttncy

In a globally hyperbolic spacetime, the PSC is automatically enforced
by the well-posed nature of the Cauchy problem (at least for those physical
fields that satisfy hyperbolic equations). When spacetime possesses closed
causal curves, as a physical law the PSC by fiat forbids "changing the past,"
but in so doing it puts constraints on the allowed local solutions of the field
equations; these in turn constrain the initial data for the Cauchy problem
if the Bpacetime admits a global Bpacelike hypersurface. Our main motive
in the remainder of this paper will be the analysis of such constraints in
the context of compact spacetimes.

The only type of causality violation that is unacceptable in our view
is the one embodied in the science-fiction concept of travelling back in time
and killing one's grandmother before one's mother was conceived ("changing the past"). We shall enforce this view in the form of a Principle of
Self Consistency, which states that tht only solutions to the equations of
physics that tan occur locally are those which are globally self consistent.
More precisely, the Principle of Self Consistency (PSC) allows one to build
a local solution to thefieldequations only if that local solution can be extended to be part of a (not necessarily unique) global solution which is well
defined throughout the spacetime.
Here we adopt the viewpoint that in any Bpacetime, including those
that are globally hyperbolic, atl solutions to the test-field equations of
physics must ultimately (i.e. in principle) be globally well defined and
smooth. Singularities that occur at points which belong to the spacetime
manifold are never realistic; in principle they must be removable either by
refining the model (as in the treatment of a point charge in electromagnetism) or by enlarging the equations that define the test field (as in the
treatment of shocks in hydrodynamics). [The only realistic singularities are
those of General Relativity, which may occur when the test-field equations
are coupled with the Einstein equations. However, the occurence of GR singularities automatically implies the exclusion (or excision) of any singular
"points" from the global spacetime manifold, as the Lorentzian manifold
structure of spacetime must always be preserved. Throughout any singular
spacetime the metric and all other physical fields always remain smooth
and globally self consistent.]
It is only within the above viewpoint that we consider the PSC to
be valid. Note also that the general formulation of the PSC conveniently
leaves unspecified all relevant notions of smoothness such as "well defined,"
and "globally self consistent." These notions will have to be made precise
in accordance with the specific field theory that one chooses to study on
the spacetime. For our purposes in this paper, where we study simple
linear theories for tensor fields, the standard notion of C""-smoothness is
sufficient, although occasionally we will find it convenient to consider tensor
fields which are smooth only in the (L2-)distribution-sense (Sect. 5). It is
10

S.S. Field-Theoretical Causality Conditions
Let M be an n-dimensional compact manifold with zero Euler number. We will denote the vector space of smooth q-torms on M by A»(M).
We will equip M with a fixed Riemannian structure gR\ then A*{M) naturally becomes a Hilbert space upon completion with respect to the inner
product < A,B >R= / w AA*RB, where 1 < q < n - 2 , A, B € A*(Af), and
*n denotes the Hodge dual with respect to gg. If g is any Lorentz metric on
M, then we will define the Hilbert-space structure on \°(M) = C°°(A/) using the inner product < f,g >R= fMf/\*g = fM fg*l, where / , g € \°(M),
and * is the Hodge dual with respect to g. In Sect. 5, we describe in detail
the construction of field theories on the spacetime {M,g) that involve as
fields the elements of A«(Af), 0 < q < n - 2. The Geld equations for these
theories are simply the wave equation OQA = 0, A € A*(Af), where Do is
a second order linear operator with hyperbolic symbol which is symmetric
with respect to the Hilbert space structure <,>R on A'(A/). For q = 0,
Oq reduces to the standard d'Alembertian operator on functions. When
the dimension n of the spacetime is even, the field theory of (re/2— l)-forms
is especially interesting since it is invariant under conformal rescalings of
the metric g (see Sect. 5 for details).
Let M be compact and even dimensional. Since (M, g) contains closed
time]ike curves, the PSC must constrain the solutions of the field equations
that can be built locally in a given open neighborhood U in A/. Those
neighborhoods for which there are no constraints are special; we will call
such neighborhoods causally regular since the presence of closed timelike
curves cannot be detected by local observations confined in them.

11

Definition: An open subset U of M is called causally regular, if V (the closure of U) has an open neighborhood Ui in M such that for every (fi/2 - 1 ) form A in A"/'-'^!) satisfying Do A = 0 on V there exist* a C™ extension
v4 from U to Af that satisfies the wave equation; i.e. if there exists an
A e A"/'" 1 ^) satisfying DgA = 0 on M and i| f f = A\v on tf.
Since the spacelime M is trivially a causally regular (cr) neighborhood
in M, we must be slightly more careful in defining the notion of a causallyregular point.
Definition: A point p £ A/ is called causally regular if every neighborhood
around p contains a cr-neighborhood of p.
Using the local solvability of the Cauchy problem for the wave equation, it is easy to see that if V is a convex normal neighborhood in M
which IB causally regular, then every open subset contained in V is a crneighborhood. In particular, any point p £ V b a cr-point. It follows that
every cr-point p has a convex normal cr-neighborhood around it. [If p is
causally regular, then any convex normal neighborhood Vj around p contains a cr-neighborhood U of p. Let V be a convex normal neighborhood
of p contained in V. Since U is contained in a normal neighborhood (Vi),
solutions on V can be extended from V to U by the local well-posedness
of the Cauchy problem, and they can be extended from U to M by the
causal regularity of the neighborhood U. Therefore V is a convex normal
cr-neighborhood around p.] It also follows that every cr-point has an open
neighborhood consisting of cr-points; hence the subset of all cr-points in M
is open. We will denote this open subset of M by C; the subset C coincides
with M in a globally hyperbolic spacetime.
Definition: A spacetime (M,g) is called benign if C = M; (M,g) is called
causally regular if C is nonempty.
For an even-dimensional compact spacetime the above notions are
conformally invariant. If (M, jp) is a compact spacetime with arbitrary (not
necessarily even) dimension n, then our definitions can be generalized in
the following way: Define an open subset U of M to be causally ^-regular
(cqr), for 0 < q < n - 2, if 0 has a neighborhood Ut in M such that
for every A € A'fi/J satisfying Dgj4 = 0 on U there exists an element
A in A*(M) which satisfies OgA = 0 on M and A\v = A\a on V. The
remaining definitions naturally extend to cqr-points, the open subset Cq,
causally g-regular spacctimes, and g-benign spacetimes.
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Another natural generalization of our causality notions can be obtained by considering, instead of smooth solutions to the wave equation,
(L1-)distributions [in the appropriate Hilbert space A4{Af)j lying in the
domain of the adjoint Dg' of D<j (see Sect. 5). In this context, a distribution a satisfies the wave equation if the distribution Dg'tt [defined by
< Dg'a,^ >R=< a, Oq<l> >R for any C°° test-form <t> € A*(Af)| is in I?
and is Identically zero. Two distributions a, 0 coincide in an open subset U C M if < a,<j> >R=< 0,(j> >ft for every smooth <j> € A'(Af) whose
support is contained in U.
One obtains interesting variants of thefield-theoreticalcausality conditions by introducing a sheaf 9 over [M,g) defined as the sheaf of germs
of C°° local solutions to the wave equation. (See Chapter S of [40] for basic
notions of sheaf theory.} Then one can define a point p € M to be causally
s-regular if passing through every point of v'l{p) there is a global section of
*, where sr : * —> M is the projection. The spacetime {M,g) is t-benign
if there is a global section through every point of 4 . Although these definitions are not mathematically equivalent to the previous, field-theoretical
ones (e.g. benign implies a-benign but not conversely}, physically they capture the same notions of causality. Whether the sheaf-theoretical viewpoint
can bring any significant insights into Lorentzian field theory on compact
spacetimes remains to be seen; we will not pursue this viewpoint any further
in this paper.
4. CASE-STUDY OF LORENTZ METRICS ON THE TWOTORUS
For compact, two-dimensional orientable manifolds the Euler number
is a complete topologicai invariant; i.e. all two-manifolds are classified upto
diffeomorphism by x(M). It follows that for any compact two-dimensional
spacetime [M,g) M is diffeomorpliic to the two-torus T*. In fact, in two
dimensions any metric is locally conformally fiat; it is then easy to prove
that any compact, two-dimensional, complete spaeetime is globally eonformal to a flat Lortntzian two-torus. In the following few paragraphs we will
first discuss some basic properties of flat Lorentz tori (with arbitrary dimensions), and later we will explore the causal behavior of two-dimensional
compact spacetimes by studying scalar (q = 0) field theory on 2D-toroidal
backgrounds.
By a flat Lorentz torus we mean a complete, flat Lorentz metric on
T". The universal covering space of a flat Lorentz torus is (Rn,ti), the
13

n-dimensional Minkowski space time, [t follows that any such torus can be
obtained as a quotient (R",T))/N, where JV is an n-dimensional lattice in
(fl",fj); i.e. a. discrete subgroup (consisting of translations) of the group of
motions,

Z),

JV =- {g | g : x i

(3)

n

where {aj,..,,an}
C [R ,r]) is a basis. Each of the vectors ak may be
timelike, null, or space like independently of the others; thus there exist
many qualitatively different flat Lorentz tori in any dimension n. We will
denote (Jtn,ri)/N, where JV is given by Eq. (3), by the symbol T(ai O n j .
The isometry group of T(ai,.,.,a,,) consists of the translations
z >-—. r + 6, 6 € Tiai o»),

(4)

and boosts B 6 O(n - 1,1;R) = L(n\R), which must satisfy
B L{ai

.„) = L{11 „ ) ,

(5)

n

where L{a, OlI} C R denotes the lattice generated by integral linear combinations of a i , . . . ,<!„. For n > 3, the conformal group of 7J,,, „„) is equal
to the isometry group given by Eqs. (4)-{5). A two-dimensional flat torus
7] a|rl] ) has non-isometric conformal transformations if it admits nonconstant solutions to the wave equation; otherwise the isometry group and the
conformal group of Tj,,,,,,) coincide.
How many distinct flat tori are there? It Is easy to see that two flat
Lorentz tori T(Oli.. i0oj and TJj, »„) are globally isometric if and only if
(6)

„. ..,1.)

for some boost B G L(n\ R). The tori T[ai
conformai to each other if and only if

On)

and T(tl

tn)

are globally

holds iff there exists a diffeomorphism 0 : M —• M which is conformal
with respect to the Lorentz metrics g and g'\ that is, iff there exists a ip
satisfying ij>'g' = (i2g for some positive fl e C°°(M). We will discuss the
space Mod[T*) in a little more detail shortly; it will turn out to be plausible to conjecture that Mo<f(rJ) has the structure of a finite-dimensional
manifold except for singularities that form a subset of measure zero. For
higher-dimensional manifolds, Mod(M) is in general an infinite-dimensional
space.
The spectrum of the wave operator Dg on g-forms is easy to compute
on a general flat torus T^,,.,,,,,.). On the manifold T", we will fix an arbitrary flat Riemannian metric gjt. We let {wj,...,u>,} [where s = C(»;g)|
be any orthonormal basis (with respect to gg) in Ag(T,,Af) consisting of
eigenvectors of the operator ©£'> : S."(TrM) —• A'(TPM) [with eigenvalues
<7,(j): Q^Wj = ot(j)wj\ at some point p in M = 2*". [For the definition of
the operators Q<«>, <j(«'p, and Q<«> see Sect. 5. All three operators reduce
to identity for q = 0.) We will denote the g-forms on 7"1 which equal ujj
at p and which are parallel (constant) with respect to gn (or equivalently
with respect to g) by the same symbols u ; . Since the metrics QR and g are
both flat, the g-forms w,- satisfy Q^Wj = caq(j)wj throughout spacetime,
where c > 0 is a constant. Let {<*i,... ,<fB} c [Rn, rj) be the basis dual to
{o!,. ..,o,,}: !}(<{,',ay) = 6ij. Then the (orthogonal) set of eigen-g-forms of
OQ on y(Ol „„) can be written in the form
< j < s,

Z}, (8)

where the coordinates i s ( x i , . . . , xn) belong to the standard global chart
on (R",ri), and the ij-forms <j>>\mt}{x) are obviously well defined on the
quotient T(aL....,^.) = {Rn,r])/N [see Eq. (3)]. The complex exponential is
a convenient way of grouping together the two linearly independent real
eigenforms S [ ^ ( m t } ( i ) ) and 9[^ {m ,j{a:)|. According to Eq.(8),
n

5 = {-4jrJ«T,(;) Y, mmj ri(di,dj), m* e Z, 1 < I < s},

(9)

•J=I

for some B 6 L[n\ It) and A > 0. For n > 3, any conformal diffeomorphism between T(aii „„) and T(t t,,j is in fact a homothety. In two dimensions, there exist nonhomothutic conformal diffeomorphisms between
globally conformal Hat tori iff the tori admit nonconstant solutions to the
wave equation. For a fixed compact manifold M with zero Euler number,
we will define the conformal (Lortntiian) moduli space of M as the space
Mod(M) = Lorc(M)j - , where the equivalence relation [M,g) ~ [M,g')
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where S denotes the spectrum of D<j Beting on A'fTJj,,,....„„)].
We now return to discussing the causal properties of two-dimensional
compact spacetimes. Since every two-dimensional (complete) (M,g) is globally conformal to some r ( , lli(Il) , it follows that (i) there are closed timelike
curves through every point of M, and (ii) {M,g} admits global spacelike
hypersurfaces through every point. In fact, in two dimensions the (q = 0)
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field theory of O-forms is conformally invariant. Consequently, in order to
understand the field-theoretical causality conditions of Sect. 3 in two dimensions, it is sufficient to analyze these conditions on flat Lorentss two-tori.
We will carry out this analysis in the following remaining paragraphs of
this section.
Consider a real Bcalar field <j> satisfying D<^ = 0 ( a = D<? for 4 = 0)
on a flat toroidal background !(.,,.,). Initially, we will restrict our attention
to those flat two-tori for which Oi is spacelike and ttj is a timelike vector
orthogonal to oi. Every such torus is globally conformal t o a T}1>r) =
T|(i,o),(o,r)]> where r > 0 is a real number. Any solution of D ^ = 0 on T( lr )
naturally lifts to a solution of the wave equation on the covering space
(fl 2 ,fj); that lifting (which we will denote by the same symbol tj>) is 1periodic in the ^-coordinate and r-periodic in the t-coordinate. Through
every point of (Ji'.fj) there is a spacelike hypersurface of the form {t =
constant}; these define global spacelike hypersurfaces through every point
of the quotient T( l r ). Let us fix (without any loss of generality) one such
hypersurface {t = 0 } , and consider the initial data {4>0(x),<K(x)} that a
solution of 0<j> = 0 on 7(iiP) induces on {( = 0 } . By construction, <t>o(x)
and ^o(x) are both periodic in x with period 1. In addition, the solution
ij>(x,t) on (R2,t)) that develops from the data
S

*. 0 = 5W -

da

'

must be r-periodic in t to pass to the quotient J*(i,r)- It is then easy to Bee
from Eq. (10) that the initial data {^o.^o} induced from any solution of
n<j> = 0 in T(i,r) are constrained in the following way:

4>0(x + 1) - *,{*) = fax + 1) /
(1=O>

=

*,(*} = *\,{x + r) - *o(x)
S
*,(i)=O,
(11)
0-

The first set of constraints [Eqs. (11)] express the doubly-periodic structure
of 4>o and <^o (with periods 1 and r), and the second [Eq. (12)] is an integral
constraint on the data 4>Q.
Consider first a two-torus T(i,r) with r = p; p being an integer. In
this case, the only constraint on the initial data for <j> is Eq. (12), since the
periodicity constraints |Eqs. (11)] are automatically satisfied on the torus
7(i.i>)- Consequently, every torus T[iit,) is benign: For any point m £ T^ij,),
all sufficiently small convex normal neighborhoods V around m are crneighborhoods, because the initial data induced by a local solution in V
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on a {t = constant) surface through m can always be extended (in many
different ways) so as to satisfy the integral constraint Eq. (12).
Consider now a X(i,r) with r = p/q; p/q being a rational number
with (p,q) = 1. In this case, Eqs. (11) constrain <j>o and </>o to be l/qperiodic functions of x. Clearly, the two-torus T(liP/,) is benign: All normal
neighborhoods V sufficiently smaller than Xjq in the z-direction are crneighborhoods, because any local data {4>o,4>o} in V can be extended in a
t/Vperiodic manner while still satisfying Eq. (12).
Suppose now that r is an irrational number. In this case, the only
solutions <jV), <fo of the double-periodicity constraints Eqs. (11) are constants,
and Eq. (12) implies that gjo = 0: there are no nonconstant solutions to the
wave equation on T(\iTy Clearly, a two-torus T^,) with irrational r is not
benign.
Similar results hold for the two-tori 7) d | | a i ) where a.\ is spacelike but aj
is an arbitrary vector. Every such torus is globally conformal to a 7](i ,(]),(,,,•)),
where r > 0. It is not very difficult to analyze the behavior of a scalar field
</i satisfying D ^ - 0 on Tffi.oj.tt.r)) using Eq. (10) and the initial surface {t =
0 } , in a manner similar to the above analysis. It turns out that 7](i,a),(.,r)|
is benign if and only if both r — s and T + a are rational: T — a — pifqy,
T + * = Pi/qi, (pi,qi) = 1. The constraints on the initial data in this case
are that & , ^D be 1/m-p'eriodic, and / { , = 0 ) <po(s) da = 0, where m = \qU9t\
is the smallest common multiple of qt and ?i- If only one of r — » or r -f s
is rational, then 7](i,o),(.,r)! is not benign, but it still admits an infinitedimensional space of solutions t o the wave equation. The initial data of
any such solution are constrained to satisfy ^ = ±<V, and <j>0 must be
1/fl-periodic, where either T-SOIT
+ S = p/q, (p, q) = l. When both r - s
and T + a are irrational, the only global solutions to the wave equation on
Tj<il0),(,,r)| are constants, consequently, r[(i>0(i(,|T)] is not benign.
For a completely general flat two-torus I K , , , , , ) , ^ , , , ) ] , the analysis of
causal regularity can be carried out using the observation that any solution
4> to dip = 0 can be written in the form <ft = f[u) + g[v) on the covering
space (R1,^), where u = t - x, v = t + x. The periodicity constraints for
^ to pass to the quotient T^,liTlU,t^ imply that / ( u ) be doubly periodic
with periods n - st and r2 - s } , and g(v] be doubly periodic with periods
n + si and n + at. It follows that T|(,,,n},(,,,r,)j is benign if and only if both
(r, - ajj/fi-i - a^ [or [T, - J , ) / ( T J - a2) if T, = s,} and (r2 + a 2 )/(r, + a,)
[or {TI -I- SI)/[TI

+ si) if T, = - a | j are rational.
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We are now ready to answer the following natural question: What
fraction of all Lorentz metrics on TJ (or equivalently of all two-dimensional
compact spacetimes) are benign? Clearly, it is sufficient to study this question on the (Lorentzian) conformal moduli space ModfT1): if g and g' are
globally conformal metrics on T1 then (T*,g) is benign if and only if (T*,g')
is. What, then, does Mod(T*) look like as a topological space?
In the euclidean case, it is well known from elementary Riemannsurface theory that the conformal moduli space of Riemannian metrics
on the torus T1 is canonically isomorphic to the complex plane, i.e., it
has the structure of a two-dimensional smooth manifold. In contrast, the
Lorentzian moduli space Mod[T7) has never been studied before, and it remains an interesting challenge to rigorously understand its structure. Some
insight into that structure can be obtained by investigating a "component"
of Mod(T'), namely the open subset consisting of all elements whose flat
representatives are Tf.,,.,), where a, is spacelike and aj is timelike. Conformally, these elements are all of the form r[(i,o),r|> r e C+, where C+ is the
"upper half cone:" C + = {r € C | Sr >| tftr [}. After computations that
follow the same logic as in the Riemannian case ([13]), and using Eq. (7),
one finds that two points r' and r = a + ib in C + represent the same element
of Mod{T*) iff

{a + 0a)' where

- 6!) + ib],

[Sa + (06 +

0

(13)

(U)

is an admissible element of SL(2; Z). An element of SL{2;Z) of the form
(14) is admissible to act on r = a + ib if it satisfies the constraints

0a\>\0b\

(15)

Clearly, the open subset of Mod{T}) that we are considering is C + with
points identified under transformations of the form (13)-(15). However, the
structure of this subset is complicated by the fact that neither SL(2; Z) nor
any of its nontrivial subgroups act on C + ; the constraints (15) do not single
out a subgroup, and what is worse, they depend on the argument r.
Whatever its ultimate, detailed structure is, it seems quite clear that
Mod(T3) is two dimensional at least in the topological (but possibly not
in the differentiable) sense. In particular, it is possible to introduce a
canonical Lebesgue measure on Mod(T^}. It then follows from the results of
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the preceding paragraphs that the subset of all benign Lorentz metrics is of
measure zero in Lore(T*), because the points (a,r) with rational coordinates
form a subset of zero Lebesgue measure in the real plane R1. Equivalently,
among all complete Lorentz metrics on T2 those that are benign form a
nongeneric subset. Later, we will conjecture that this result is peculiar to
two dimensions, and argue that for higher-dimensional compact manifolds
M the Lorentz metrics that are benign probably form a generic subset in
Lorc(M) {Sect. 6).
We will close this section by briefly discussing the spectrum of the
d'Alembertian • on functions in a two-dimensional compact spacetime.
For brevity, we will restrict our attention to flat two-tori of the form
T[(to)(o,r)|, T > 0. (The properties of the spectrum that we will discuss
below are c[informally invariant, so it is sufficient to consider only flat
two-tori.) We are interested in the following questions on the spectrum:
(a): Is the zero-eigenspace (the kernel of • ) infinite dimensional? (b): Is
A = 0 an accumulation point for the eigenvalues? (c): Can the eigenvalues have finite accumulation points on the real axis? (d): Are there any
infinite-dimensional (A ^ O)-eig«nspaces? For an elliptic operator (e.g. the
Laplacian on T3), the answer to all four questions is no (see Sect. 5 for
a more general discussion). For the d'Alembertian • on 2](i,o)((o,r)]. the
following information about the spectrum is easily derived using Eq. (9):
When r is rational, the answer to all three questions (b), (c), and (d) is
no, whereas the answer to (a) is yes. If r is irrational but r* is rational,
then the answer to (a), (b), and (c) is no, and the answer to (d) is yes. If r
and r1 are both irrational, and r can be approximated abnormally welt by
rational numbers (a nongeneric property for irrational numbers), then the
answer to (b), (c), and (d) is yes, and the answer to (a) is no. When r and
rJ are both irrational and r cannot be approximated abnormally well by
rational numbers, the answer to (a), (b) is no, and the answer to (c) and
(d) is yes.
5. THE GENERAL MATHEMATICAL FORMALISM
Let M be a compact orientable manifold with vanishing Euler number. We will choose a Riemannian metric gn on M which will be kept fixed
throughout the analysis of the compact spacetimes (M,g), where g is any
Lorentz metric on M. All essential features of our analysis will be seen to
be independent of the choice of the Riemannian metric gR.
For \ <q <n-2,n

= dimM, the vuctor space of ?-forms Kq(M) has
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a natural Hilbert-space structure given by the completion of the (positivedefinite) inner product

<A,B>R=J

A A *RB ,A,B£

(16)

For q = 0, we will define the Hilbert-space structure on A°(Af) = C'fAf)
using the inner product
(17)

where * is the Hodge dual with respect to the Lorentz metric of the spacetime (M,g). We will denote by the symbol if* the Hilbert apace obtained after completing A'(A/) under the inner product(s) (16) or (17)
(for 0 < q < n - 2). The elements of W can be naturally identified with
f distributions (in the sense of g-forms) on M. By definition, any element
a e Hq is the limit of a Cauchy sequence {<*„} (with respect to the norm
obtained from <,>R) of smooth q-forms in A1(M). When regarded as a
distribution, the element a acts on a smooth test-form <f> € A*(M) through
the relation
a[<j>] s Jirr^ < <*„,<& > « = < a,4> >R .
(18)
On the infinite-dimensional vector space A'(M), 0 < q < n — 2, we will
introduce two more symmetric bilinear quadratic forms that depend on the
Lorentz metric g on M; the form <, >B given by

< VI,B >B= f dAA*dB,A,B£

A'(M),

(19)

aA*a =

A,

(20)

(a,o)«l = i(a,a
ql

(22)

qi

where fl is the volume form on (M, g), and
3 a'1 ''ft,. ,.i, , o , /

A'(Jtf).

(24)

(25)
(26)
(27)
Let a e A'(M), 0 £ A«"1(M). Combining Stoke's theorem with Eqs. (24)(27), it is routine to show that

>H= f aA*dp=<6a,P>H,

>„= Urn < anjn >„ , a, 0 €

(21)

where {<*„} and {(}„} are Cauchy sequences of smooth g-forms in A'(M)
converging (in //*) to a and /?, respectively. It is not difficult to show that
the right-hand side of Eq. (21) is independent of the choice of the sequences
{(*„} and {A,}- In contrast, the quadratic form < , > B on A'(M) does not
admit an extension to Hq since its definition involves differentiating the
arguments A, B £ A«(M).
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(28)

where S : A«(M) —• A'-^Af) is defined by
6a = (-i)»+t+(«-«(»-«+i) * d * a, a 6 A'(Af).

The quadratic form <, >H coincides with the inner product <, >R for q = 0 .
In fact, for any q the form < , > » admits a unique, well-defined, nondegenerate (but indefinite) extension to the Hilbert space Hq:

(23)

The following properties of * are straightforwardly derived from Eqs. (22)(23):

<a,

and the (nondegenerate) form <,>n given by

<A,B>H=

We digress here to briefly describe our conventions for exterior calculus on a compact Lorentz manifold (M,g). We adopt the convention
aA(i = a®0 — 0® Q for the wedge product (without factors of n!); i.e., for
a q-(otm u, (dw)ij,...,, — {q + l)w|i,...i,;i|, where W|,...<f denoteB the tensorial
components of w, and [...] denotes antisymmetrization. The Hodge star
* : A'(M) —• A n -'(M) is defined by the relation

(29)

According to Eq. (28), the operators d : A«-'(M) —• A."(M) and S :
A'(Af) —> A'"'(M) are formal adjoints of each other with respect to the
indefinite (but nondegonerate) quadratic form <,>H- We will define the
d'Alembertian operator D : A«(M) —> A'(M) on g-forms as D s -6d;
A'(M) .

(30)

By Eq. (28), a is symmetric (formally self adjoint) with respect to the
indefinite quadratic form <,>w on A'(M):
< Da,/J >/;=< a, D/9 >n , a, 0 e A'(Af).
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(31)

-wmr wm>

Furthermore, D satisfies the property

<a,P>E=:<da,dl) >/,= - < aa,0>H=-

<a,D/»>ff,
(32)

where <, >E is defined by Eq. (19).
We will define our field theory of g-forms by the action

S\A\ s< A, A >B= f dAAtdA, A£ A'(M),

(33)

where 0 < q < n - 2. The (Euler-Lagrange) field equations for the theory
(33) are simply P A = 0. In fact, the first variation of the action (33) is

SS[A] (SB) = -<SB,DA>H,

(34)

and let Q(*' : W
• Hq denote the unique extension of the operator
Q(«) : A«(M) —• A*(M) (defined pointwise by Eq. (39}j to the entire Hilbert
space Hq. Clearly, 0 ( *' is a linear, bounded [with norm \\Q^\\ < m&x.peM{\
ot(p)/F{p) | } , where <7,(p) is the largest (in absolute value) eigenvalue of
Q(«> : A»(r,,Af) —> A*(r p M)|, nonsingular (invertible), and local operator
on ffl. [By <?'*' : H* —• H* being a local operator we mean the property
that for any distribution a € Hq that vanishes on an open U C M, Q^a
on U also vanishes. An a£ H* vanishes on U if < Q , ^ > A = 0 for any test
form <t> € A'(M) whose support is contained in U,\ It follows from Eqs. (37)
and (39) that QM is self adjoint
(40)

and that it satisfies

and the second variation is

(41)

}

6 S[A](6B,6C) = - < 6B,O{6C) >H=< SB,6OB,

(35)

which is independent of the g-form A.

D<} = QM o n .

For fl = 0, the wave operator P is symmetric {formally self adjoint)
with respect to the Hilbert-space structure <, >/j on A°(Af) [Eqs. (17) and
(31)|; we will denote this symmetric operator by Do : A°{A/) —> A°(A/).
For q > 1, however, • is symmetric with respect to the indefinite <,>n
but not with respect to the positive-definite <,>R. TO cure this, we will
introduce an operator Qp : TPM —> TfM via the relation
9R{QPX, Y) = g(X, Y),

For 1 < q < n - 2 , we will define the wave operator UQ : A'(A/) —
by

X, V e

TtM,

(36)

where p € M is any point. The operator Qp is nonsingular, and symmetric
with respect to gg:

,Y) - g(XtY) = g(Y,X) = gR(X,Q,Y).

(37)

We will denote the canonical extension of Qp to the exterior algebra
(? > 1) by QM : A'(TPA/) —» A«(i;Af). Since the manifold M is orientable, there exists a positive F 6 C"'(M) that relates the volume forms
n* and fl:
*nl = F * 1, F(z) > 0, F e C°°{M).
(38)
We will define another operator Q('*F : A«(TpAf) —> A'(7VM) by
(39)
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(42)

The operator D^ is symmetric (formally self adjoint) with respect to the
Hilbert-space structure <,>R on A'(A/):

<QMaA,B>R

= < UA,B >H^
= < QB,A>H=
= < A,QMaB>R,

>„
A, Be K"(M).

(43)

Furthermore, it follows from Eqs. (32), (41), and (42) that
< A,B

>E=

- < OQA,B

>R=

- < A,OQB

>R.

A, B G A*(M)

,

(44)

and, using Eq. (34),

SS\A\ (SB) = -<UQA,6B>R

.

(45)

Consequently, the field equations OA = 0 for the action Eq. (33) can be
written in the fully equivalent form DQA = 0, A € A'(M).
When M is even dimensional, the quadratic form <, >£ on X"/t~t(M}
is invariant under conformal resc&lings of the metric g: If g' — fj 3 j, U > 0,
then the llmige star * : A n/I (M) —. A"/2(M) on half forms is the same
operator for g' as it is for g, consequently, < A,B >E< = < A,B >E for
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A, B e ^"/'-'(M). If ifc : M —> M is a diffeoraorphiflm and g' = ^)'g, then
it is easy to show that for all g, <, >B>= 0*[<,>«), where

=<

A«(M).

(46)

Therefore, for general conformally-related Lorent* metrics g1 and g on
M that satisfy ip'g' = n 2 j , the quadratic forms <,>*> and <,>B on
A "/'-»(M) are related by

In fact, it is known that the above results are also true in the converse
direction: If g and g' are two Lorentz metrics on M with the same Hodge
star * : AnZ*(Af) — • A n / ) (M) on half forms, then there exists a positive
fl e C M (M) such that g' = fi'j (for a proof, see Dray et al. |12]). It follows
that when <>>£«=<, >£ on \nl1~1(M) one similarly has g' = fl'j. In fact,
if there exists a diffeomorphiBm r/i : M —> M such that il>*[<, >B>] = < , >JS
on A^'-'fAf), then TJi'g1 = tfg for some positive D e C°°(M). Therefore,
the quadratic form <,>E on A"^1~1(Af) is a complete conformal invariant
for the spacetlme (A/, g). In other words, if we let Q(M) denote the space of
all quadratic forms <,>B on i.nf*~l(M) that come from complete Lorentz
metrics g, and we let ~ denote the equivalence relation on Q(M) denned
by Eq. (47), then the quotient space Q(M)j ~ is naturally isomorphic with
the conformal moduli space Mod(M).
The adjoint DQ* of the symmetric operator D<j : A'(Af) — • A'(M)
is defined as the operator with domain D{OQ') = {a € H» | Uq'a G H*},
where D g ' a is the distribution whose action on a test form <j> € A'(Af)
is given by D<j'a[^| = < a, D<j^ > « . It is possible to prove that D<j
is essentially self adjoint on / / ' . We will not describe this proof; but it
proceeds in essentially the same way as the proof of essential self adjointness of the Laplacian [by showing that ±t are in the resolvent set (after
complexifying the Hilbert space H")\, given, for example, in Sect. 11.7 of
Richtmyer (36). The differential operator OQ on A'(M) has hyperbolic

the Hilbert space).] Since O Q is symmetric (in fact essentially self adjoint)
with dense domain A'(M) in / / ' , it follows (i) that its eigenvalues are real,
(ii) that the eigenspaces with distinct eigenvalues are orthogonal, and (since
Hi is separable) (iii) that the (point) spectrum 5 of Og is a countable subset in R (e.g. S cannot contain an open interval). It also follows that the
eigenspaces of OQ span the Hilbert space H*. About the eigenvectors of
• <3, we will make the following assumption: Every eigenspace admits an
orthonormal basis consisting of smooth elements in A4(Af); in particular,
all vectors in a finite-dimensional eigenspace are smooth 9-forms. We SUBpect that this assumption is true quite generally, but we will not attempt
to prove it in this paper.
Let JTj,. denote the eigenspace corresponding to the eigenvalue A, €
R of •<). We will denote a complete ortbonormal sequence of smooth
eigenforms by {«;,}, where t is an Index for the distinct eigenvalues \t,
and t indexes an orthonormal basis for the eigenspace E^.. (For notational
convenience, we will omit the superscripts q unless they are needed for
clarity.) It follows from Eq. (44) that the quadratic form <,>E on A'(M)
is in diagonal form in the basis {u,<}. The null space of the form <,>B
will be denoted by N C A'(M); N is equal to the zero-eigenspace Eo. The
symbol H will denote the orthogonal projection H : Hq —^ N. Formally,
H can be written in the form
(48)
••=or.

where < u,, | denotes the bounded linear functional
<u., I la)=<uit,a>R
on If. We will denote by / the image of A*(Af) under Dq:
7=nQ[A«(A/)].

(50)

One has the orthogonal direct-sum decompositions

symbol, therefore none of the regularity results for elliptic operators apply
to Dg. In particular, the spectrum of Og is not necessarily discrete, nor
the eigenspaces are necessarily finite dimensional. (By the "spectrum" of
Oq we will always mean the point spectrum, i.e., the set of eigenvalues
counted with multiplicity. For an elliptic operator L, any bounded infinite
sequence {uk} for which {Lnt} is also bounded contains a Cauchy subsequence (|40|, theorem 6.6). This result by itself implies that the spectrum
of £ is "clean." It then follows from standard "elliptic regularity" ([40|, theorem 6.30) that the eigenvalues of L are smooth functions (as elements in

(49)

M>(M) = N®RI = N$EI,

(51)

/ = JV1" , A'(M) = N1* ,

(52)

and the relations
where overbar denotes closure (in / / ' ) , and ±g, ±& denote the orthogonal complements with respect to < , > « m llq, and < , > £ in A*(A/),
respectively. We will define the Green's operator G : A*(M) — • / by
G : <p 1—> G(^), where G[(f>) is the unique solution in I of the equation

, G(4>)ei.
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(53)

Formally, G can be written in the form
(54)

It is possible to express the notion of causal ^-regularity (Sect. 3. 2)
for an open neighborhood U C M purely in terms of the quadratic form
< , > E . Let Zv C A°(M) denote all g-forms in A*(M) that vanish on U,
and let Cv C A' (M) denote all g-forms whose supports are contained in
U. Clearly, the linear subspaces CV and Zv in A*(M) are orthogonal with
respect to both < , > « and <,>E- It is easy to see that U is a causally
g-regular neighborhood if and only if
< V " = JV +js Zv ,

(55)

where the <, >£-orthogonal sum +e iB not necessarily a direct sura.
6. G E O M E T R I C CRITERIA RELATED TO THE FIELD-THEORETICAL
CAUSALITY CONDITIONS
Given a complete compact spacetime (M,g) of dimension > 3, under
what conditions on M and g is (M, g) benign? In thie Section, we will give
some partial results that point to a resolution of this question in terms of
the geometry of (M,g). Our results fall far short of providing any kind of a
definitive answer. In particular, we will not even be able to prove that any
compact manifold M [with x ( ^ ) = 0] of dimension > 3 admits a benign
Lorentz metric in Lorc(M). However, we believe that this statement is
true; in fact, we will conjecture in Sect. 6.3 that the subset of (g-)benign
metrics is generic in Lort(M) whenever dimM > 3, On the other hand, in
dimensions higher than 2 it is in general exceedingly difficult to explicitly
construct benign Lorentz metrics on a given compact manifold M.
As a prelude to what will follow, we will first explore the causal regularity of higher-dimensional flat Lorentz tori. For definiteness, we will focus
our attention on (q — 0) scalar field theory on the simplest "unit" four-torus
r * m = Tlai,a,A,,ai), where at = (1,0,0,0), o : = (0,1,0,0), o, = (0,0,1,0),
and a4 = (0,0,0,1). The flat torus T4(j) admits a large infinite-dimensional
kernel N for the wave operator D<j (see Sect. 5). fin contrast, e.g. the torus
T(a, ,oa,«s,t,) with b4 = (0,0,0, r) does not admit any nonconstant solutions
of the wave equation when r2 is irrational.J Surprisingly, we will find that
7l4(i) is not benign; in fact, !T4(i) is not even causally regular: we will prove
that the subset C c T"*(ij of cr-poinls in T*^) is empty.
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Before describing this proof (which we will only give for the q = 0
case), let us briefly discuss the structure of the space N of solutions to
the scalar wave equation on T*^y Consider the initial data {4>o,<i>a} that
a solution <f> (; N Induces on the global Bpacelike hypersurface {t = 0}
(with topology 71*) in T*^y On the covering (Minkowski) space (R*,ti),
the solution 4> that develops from the (periodically extended) data {<j>a* <*>a}
is given by ([26])
(56)

and it coincides with the canonical (periodic) lifting [to (Ii*,^)} of the
solution ^ on the quotient T*^). [In Eq. (56), dS( denotes the area element
on the sphere | £ — x |= t.| The right-hand side of Eq. (56) has the correct
periodicity in x by construction (aince 4>a and 4>o are toroidally-periodic in
£ £ R*). On the other hand, the solution <t>{x,t) must be 1-periodic in the
time coordinate t as well; according to Eq. (56) this constrains the initial
data {tf>oi0o} so that

(57)
To better understand the time-periodicity constraint Eq. (57), let us introduce, for any fixed point x in {t = 0}, two new functions
(58)

and
(59)
where S[x\ r) denotes the sphere {£ : | f - x |= r}, and B(z; r) denotes the
closed ball {£ :| £ - x |< r). Using the standard Green's identity ([26]),
it is not very difficult to show that the time-periodicity constraint Eq. (57)
on the data {#o,^o} is equivalent to the periodicity conditions
p(r + 1) = p{r} , q(r + 1) = q{r) , Vx, Vr > 0

(60)

on the functions p(r) and q[r) constructed from {$o,^ o } according to
Eqs.(58)-(59). Clearly, both the conditions (60) and the constraint (57)
are linear in ^ 0 and ^ 0 ; we can thus analyze these constraints using a
mode decomposition in terms of the eigenfunctions of the Laplacian A on
{t — 0} = T' [these eigenfunctions span the HHbert space L'(T')]. If we assume that A^o = A^o. and A0O = Ajifo, then after a tedious but straightforward computation it follows from Eqs. (58)-(59) that p"(r) = Aip(r), and
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q"(r) = X,g(r) (for any point x). Therefore, the eigenfunctions <fo and ^ 0
satisfy the time-periodicity constraints (60) [or (57)] if and only if \/-Ai/2ir
and y/-\ijiTf are integers. Consequently, if JV0 denotes the linear subspace
of L*(T*} that consists of all possible initial data #o (or 4>o) which satisfy
the time-periodicity constraint Eq. (57) (i.e. which are induced from solutions <j> € N), then No is spanned by orthonormal basis elements of the
form
=

(2)s/3{sin,cos}

x

{sin,cos} \2*q

respect to the inner product
<f,g>=

rU<3 rUQ tilQ
/
/
Jgdxdydz, /,,6C-(C,) ,
Jo JoJo
Jo

Jo
Jo

(63)

and a complete orthonormal basis for L}[Cq) is
x {sin,cos}j2!rQMs] ,
(64)

{sin,cos}

where i, Ky L, and M are integers as defined before (see Eq. (61)].
(61)

where i = 1,2,... ,8 is an index for the particular choice of sines and cosines,
q runs over positive integers, K,L,M run over nonnegative integers, and
d = d(K,L,M) is the positive integer such that

(2KM 2LM M* - L* -K*\ _

\~d~' d '

d

(62)

J
3

1

[The integers Jfc = 2KM/d, I = 2LM/d, m = (M - L - K*)/d, and n =
(M3 + L'+K')/d constitute the general solution of the simple Diophantine
equation Jfc1 + /' + m1 = n1, (k,l,m) = 1; see Mordell [32].]

The statement that initial data i£o, 4>a are freely specifiable on Cq is
equivalent to the statement that the elements fa € L2{Cq) form a complete
basis for L3(CQ). Obviously, {(a) is a linearly independent set of vectors
in Z/J(C(j), but it is not an orthonorma! (or orthogonal) sequence. We will
apply the following argument to explore the completeness of the sequence
{f a } in the Hilbert space ^{CQ):

Given any element tj G L3[CQ) and

an integer N > 1, we approximate t/ by using Ci,fj,...,fw only; i.e. by
minimizing

I

" II

The minimum of (65) is achieved when the coefficients c t satisfy
Theorem 1: The subset Co C T*(i) of causally 0-regular points in T4(i) is
empty.

N

- 2 < ff,ft > + 2 £ <fc,f(> c, = 0 .

(66)

1=1

Proof: Since T*^ admits a transitive group of isometries consisting
of translations [Eq. (4)], it is sufficient to show the causal nonregularity of
a single arbitrary point p £ 7*V)- We can choose p such that p € {( = 0} =
T*. Let us assume, contrary to the statement of the theorem, that p is a
cOr-point; then there exists a convex normal cOr-neighborhood V around
p. Put V = V n {( = 0}. By construction, initial data for the scalar wave
equation on T4(i) are freely specifiable on the neighborhood U C [t = 0}.
In U, we can place a closed cube CQ C U with dimensions 1/Qxl/Qx
\jQ,
where Q is a. sufficiently large positive integer. Clearly, initial data are also
freely specifiable on the cube CQ.

With the values (66) for c», the minimum value achievable for ||»)—ZjLi c*f*||!

*,i=i

where G (w) is the inverse of the N x TV matrix

defined by
(68)

the matrix T^ is invertible since fo are linearly independent. Now, the
sequence {?„} is a complete basis for L2(Cg) if and only if for every TJ €
L'(CQ)
N

The functions that are available to pose the initial data tpa and 4>n on
Cq are given by linear combinations of the basis elements fa [Eqs. (6l)-(62)[.
Consider fo as elements of L'^Cq) by simply restricting them to CQ C T3.
The Hilbert space ^{Cq) is obtained by the completion of C°°{CQ) with
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Jim

= < TJ.TJ > •

(69)

We will show that there are elements r; £ L1{CQ) for which Eq. (69) fails
to hold. This proves that {fQ} is not complete in L'{CQ), and this contradiction establishes that p G T4(i) cannot be a cOr-point.
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Let (Ko, Lo, Mo) be any triple of integers such that Ko2 + L01 + Lo* is
not a perfect square. Then, for any integer n > 1, [nK0)} + (nLo)J + {nM0)5
and (nQifo)* + (nQ//o)1 + {"QMo)1 are not perfect squares either. Consider
the infinite sequence of elements [Eq. (64)]
1J>

=

u

(70)

(ntf

for some fixed 1 < t < 8. Clearly,
<»?„,»)„ > = 1 ,

Vn>l.

(71)

On the other hand, using Eqs. (64), (63), and (61) it is straightforward to
obtain the following estimate
j< ijnt$a >J <

C(Q,a,K0,Lo,Mo)
7=
,

,„,
l'*J

where C{Q,a,K0, LU,MO) is a positive quantity depending on its arguments but not on n. The crucial ingredient in establishing the estimate
(72) is the fact that as n —» oo, the perfect-square triple closest to Tn =
(nQKa,nQL0,nQMa) differs from Tn asymptotically as ~ Ai/n, where A is
a constant depending on Q and [KQ,LQ,MO] (this follows from the general
solution (62) of the Diophantine problem k1 +1' + m* = n*|. In computing
|< In.fa >|i it is seen that for fixed a |< t]n,£a >] ' s monotonically decreasing for large enough n, and that it decays asymptotically as ~ l/\/n;
hence the inequality (72) is asymptotically Bharp. In fact, the constant
C[Q,a, Ko,Lo,Ma) is bounded as | a —
| » oo, we can thus write
(73)

V"

where D is another constant independent of a and n. It is now easy to see
that given any t > 0, there exists an integer Kt > 1 such that

Clearly (cf. Eq. (71)], when t > 0 is small enough, the equality (69) cannot
be satisfied with those elements r)a for which ti > Kt. This completes the
proof of Theorem l . n
The above proof shows that for any point p £ !'*(!), there are null
directions ni p along which the construction of plane-wave solutions with
arbitrarily high frequency is prohibited by the PSC. These null directions
(atong which the PSC imposes an effective cutoff on the frequency of plane
waves) are precisely those null vectors £, for which the null geodesies -y(t) =
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£) are not closed but densely fill some > 2-dimensional submanifold
of spacetime. Furthermore, exactly the same reasoning as the above proof
demonstrates that in general the flat n-torus T"(i) is not causally 17-regular
for any 0 < q < n—2 when n > 3. We have not studied the causal regularity
of the other more general higher-dimensional flat tori, but our results here
and in the following subsections suggest that it is unlikely for any of these
flat tori to be benign (or causally regular) in dimensions higher than 2.
It is in general extremely difficult to explore the causal regularity of a
higher-dimensional compact spacetime (M,g) in the above manner, i.e. by
studying the local-completeness properties of the space of solutions to the
wave equation. One would like to have more accessible criteria involving the
geometry of (M,g) that would provide necessary and sufficient conditions
for (M,g) to be benign or causally regular, tn the following two subsections,
we will describe some preliminary attempts to construct such criteria, and
based on these partial results, in Sect. 6.3 we will speculate broadly on the
problem of understanding benign compact spacetimes in dimensions > 3.
6.1. Criteria Involving the Geometry of Null Sxtbmanifolds
Consider the scalar wave equation on the flat two-torus T^yf [Sect.4,
Eqs. (10)-(12)]. The reader might already have observed in Sect.4 that
when the torus !(),,) is benign (i.e. when r is rational), all of its null
geodesies are closed, whereas when r is irrational [i.e. when 7[ lr ) is not
benign] every null geodesic is open and densely fills the whole torus T(\ry
In the local coordinates u = t — x, v = t + x, D^ = 0 reads <j>jUV = 0;
therefore, for any solution tj> 4>M is constant along a null geodesic {u —
consant}, and 0 U is constant along a null geodesic {v = constant}. In
other words, information about d<j> propagates exactly (without diffraction)
along the null geodesies of T(|,r). After this observation, it becomes easy to
understand why 7(iir) is not benign (in fact does not admit any nonconstant
solutions to D<A = 0) whenever r is irrational, because for irrational r each
null geodesic in T|i,r| winds densely around the torus and comes arbitrarily
close to every point throughout the entire spacetime.
In higher dimensions (> 3), information on solutions of the wave
equation does not propagate along the null geodesies exactly, but only
asymptotically in the geometric-optics limit.
Definitions: A flat rayfieldin {M,IJ) is a closed, null 1-form u G A'(M)
that satisfies d • w = 0. In an cvcn-diinonsional spacetime, a flag field is a
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pair [u,h,), where w £ A'(M) is a closed null 1-form, h e A n/! '(A/) is a
closed spacelike (n/2 - l)-form, and u A h spans a null plane at each point
and satisfies d * (w A h.) = 0 .

of the integral curve of f through q and q is a limit point of the integral
curve of 7 through p (both in the future direction). Then p cannot be a
causally regular (causally 0-regular) point of (M,g).

If u is a flat ray field and Ku is the null vector field equivalent to w
under g, then V -Ku = 0; i.e., the vector field Ku (whose integral curves are
null geodesies) defines & volume-preserving flow on (M,g). Similarly, for
a flag field (u, h) a short computation shows that, e.g. in four dimensions
(ft = 4)
(75)

Since the integral curves (the null geodesic congruence Kw) of a flat
ray field (flag field) 7 define (upto reparametrization) a volume-preserving
flow on {M, g), the behavior of this congruence is somewhat constrained;
for example, the integral curves cannot all asymptote onto an attracting set
which has less than full measure in M. More constraints on the behavior
of these null congruences can be obtained by studying their closed orbits.
Since Ku is a shear-free and vorticity-free congruence, if -y(j) is a closed
null geodesic which is an integral curve of 7, then the matrix (Ku)min(s)
is symmetric, where the covariant derivatives are defined with respect to
a parallel propagated pseudo-orthonormal frame E"(s) along -7 (|24j). In
particular, the (n/2 - 1) x (n/2 - 1) matrix B m = exp/*(iful)m;n(») ds is
symmetric and positive-definite, where A is the afflne length of -7. Consequently, if all eigenvalues of [B]p are equal to 1 for some positive integer
p, this implies B = l(,,/a-i)><(n/a-i)- When B is equal to identity, it follows
that all integral curves of 7 neighboring -7 are closed null geodesies, and
furthermore that each neighboring null geodesic can be smoothly deformed
to -7 along some nonzero Jacobi field.

where Sk is the (contravariant) [(n/2 - l),0]-tensor field equivalent to h
under g. Consequently, KM defines a volume-preserving null flow upto a
reparametrization. The notion of a flat rayfieldis not conformally invariant
except in two dimensions (where it coincides with the notion of aflagfield).
(Incidentally, in two dimensions any closed null 1-form w is a flat ray field
since *u = ±w.) In contrast, in any even dimension n a flag field (w,h) for
(M, g) remains a flag field for (M, g) where § = fi*g. In fact, if w is any null
1-form on (M,g) satisfying V • Ku - /fu(log / ) , then with g = U3g one has
V Ku = ^(log(n B - J /)], which is in accordance with Eq. (75) for n = 4,
Every flat ray field w defines a local solution to the scalar wave equation: If ui = di/i locally, then d * u — 0 implies Dip — 0. Similarly, for a
flag field (w,n), when u = d6 locally the (n/2 - l)-form A = Oh satisfies
[3Q A = 0, i.e. A is a local Maxwell field. More generally, one can construct
the 1-parameter families of local solutions
<t> = Be'*''

(76)

, A=

where t > 0 is the parameter and A, B are constant amplitudes. [In proving
that (76) are local solutions, we used the properties that u> A *ui = 0 for a
flat ray field and w A *(w A h) — 0 for a (lag Meld.] Consider posing local
initial data for DQ in the form of the solutions (76), with the initial values
for A, B not necessarily uniformly-constant. In the geometric-optics limit
( •» 0, the field equations imply that the amplitudes A, B remain constant
along the (null-geodesic) integral curves of Km. By suitably adjusting the
initial data for A, B and taking the limit t —• 0, it is easy to prove the
following
Theorem 2; Let a spacetime (M,g) (not necessarily compact) admit a
flag field (or a flat ray field) J, and let p 6 M be a point in M. Suppose
that every neighborhood of p contains a point q such that p is a limit point
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Theorem 3: Let 7 be a flag field (flat rayfield)on (M,g). Let 7 be a closed
(null geodesic) integral curve of 7. If 7 admits (n - 2) families of closed
integral curves which correspond to (n - 2) spacelike, linearly-independent
variations of 1, then there exists an open neighborhood U C M around 7
such that the integral curve of 7 through every point p E U is closed, and
has the same homotopy type as (i.e. is homotopic to) the integral curve 7.
In particular, the following hold: (i). If all integral curves of 7 are closed,
then they all have the same homotopy type (i.e. they are all homotopic).
(ii). In two dimensions, either all integral curves of 7 are closed (and have
the same homotopy type), or all of them are open. (iii). All integral curves
of / are closed iff the closed null 1-form u is exact iff the null hypersurfaces
orthogonal to Kw define a smooth, (n - l)-dimensional foliation of M iff
there is a global Maxwell field A with dA = OJ A h (a global solution <i> with
d()> =

u).

For any choice of real numbers k, I, m, and with e s (it1 + i1 + m1)1/2,
the parallel (constant) null vector field Ku = kdz + lSt + md, + ed, defines
a flat ray field on the flat four-torus T*^y Similarly, together with any
spacelike parallel 1-form h orthogonal to w the pair (u,h) becomes a flag
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field on r*(j), where w = kdx + I dy + mdx — edt. When all three numbers
kjt, Ijt, and m/e are rational (or equivalently when k,t,tn, and e can all be
turned into integers under a constant reseating of KJ]t all integral curves
of Kw are closed, otherwise, every integral curve is open and densely fills
some > 2-dimensional torus in 7"4(i). In the latter case, the flat ray field
w [or the flag field (w,M| satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2 for any
point p € T"*(i). Therefore, the conclusion that T4^ is not causally regular
follows directly from Theorem 2; in essence, Theorem 2 is a straightforward
generalization of the main idea behind the proof of Theorem 1 given before.
Let so be that flat Lorentz metric on T* under which [T*, j 0 ) = T"*^ij.
Suppose go is perturbed slightly to a nearby metric g € 0, where 0 is a
small open neighborhood of ga in Lorc(T*). What can we say about the
causal regularity of the perturbed spacetime [T*,g]?
The qualitative structure of the null geodesic flow on a genericallyperturbed spacetime {T*,g) can be understood quite completely using the
KAM (Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser) theory ([3], [1], [4]). In general, the
geodesic flow of any spacetime (M,g) is a Hamiltonian flow on the cotangent bundle T'M with the Hamiltonian function 1H = ff°p,,. When {V,g)
is a flat LorenU torus, its geodesic flow is a corapletely-integrable Hamiltonian system on T'{T*). Nevertheless, the KAM theorem on the generic
perturbations of completely-integrable Hamiltonian systems is not applicable directly to the null geodesic flows of flat Lorentz tori, because although
the global nondegeneracy condition on H is satisfied for any flat torus,
the condition of isoenergetic nondegeneracy fails on the (null) level set
JJ-'(O) C T'(T") (see Arnold [3]). In particular, the conclusions of the
KAM theorem are not valid for the null geodesic flows of flat two-tori (and
of two-dimensional compact spaeetimes in general; see Sect. 4).
For a flat Lorentz torus of dimension n > 3, the condition of isoenergetic nondegeneracy still fails on the level set H~l(0). However, the failure
of this condition is due to the trivial fact that all frequencies {WJ} (that
determine the evolution of the angle variables on invariant tori) are scaled
homogeneously under constant rescalings of a null vector [that determines
a specific invariant torus in H *(0)|. Under those variations of an invariant
torus that correspond to variations of its associated null vector £ in spacelike directions orthogonal to f, the ratios of the frequencies {w,} change in
the same generic manner as would be the case if isoenergetic nondegeneracy held on i/"'(0). In other words, although the condition of isoenergetic
nondegeneracy fails on the level set //"'(0), when > 3 it is still true that al-

most alt invariant tori in i/~'(0) have arithmetically-independent frequency
ratios. Since this property (and not necessarily the isoenergetic nondegeneracy) is the actual requirement for the proof of the KAM theorem ([3]), it
follows that for perturbations of the (integrable) null geodesic flow on a flat
Lorentz torus of dimension > 3 the standard qualitative results predicted
by KAM theory are still applicable.
If the open neighborhood 0 C Lort(T4) of go is sufficiently small,
then for generic metrics g 6 0 the majority (i.e. a large measure) of the
(nondegenerate) null geodesies of (!T4,ffo) [which densely fill the entire torus
(I^iffn)] survive only slightly deformed on the perturbed Bpacetime (T 4 ,j).
These new deformed null geodesies still fill the spacetime (Tl,g) densely
and uniformly. The degenerate invariant tori (and a small fraction of the
nondegenerate invariant tori) of [T*,g0) "decay" after the perturbation
(Arnold diffusion), and give rise to local null geodesic flows whose orbits
may be wandering (with closure containing a Cantor set) or chaotic. These
decayed flows do not in general fill the torus (T*,g) densely.
Some of the null geodesies on (T*,g) that descend from dense orbits
lying on the nondegenerate invariant tori of {T*,ga) might define a geodesic
null vector field K on (T*,g), but in this case neither dug = 0 nor d*wK = 0
can be satisfied throughout T* if the perturbed metric g 6 0 is generic.
Hence these dense perturbed flows u;K generically do not constitute flat
ray fields (or flag fields) on (T*,g). On the other hand, the decayed null
geodesies may define local null geodesic flows K that can satisfy dwK = 0,
d * uK — 0 locally, in some (not necessarily open) subset of T*. This might
in general render some (but not all) points of {T*,g) non causally regular
after a local application of Theorem 2. It is therefore reasonable to expect
that with generically-perturbed metrics g € 0 the spacetimes [T*,g) are
at least causally regular and possibly benign. However, our machinery in
this paper is not powerful enough to make this statement more precise or
to prove it rigorously.
6.2. Spectral Criteria
Consider the spectrum of the d'Alembcrtian Uq on functions on a
flat two-torus T^r). (Recall our discussion in the last paragraph of Sect. 4.)
Whenever T(ir-j is benign (i.e. when r is rational), the spectrum of Dy is as
regular as that of any elliptic operator except for the infinite-dimensionality
of the kernel (zero eigenspace) N. In the other cases [i.e. when r is irrational and T(iir) is not benign], the spectrum is not discrete and has a
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highly irregular structure; in general there are many infinite-dimensional
eigenspaces, and in some cases clustering of nonzero eigenvalues may occur.
We will see in this subsection that such connections between the spectral
geometry and causal regularity of a compact spacetime (M,g) exist more
generally; in fact, as we will speculate later these connections are likely to
probe very deep into the geometry and topology of (M,g).

The following properties of the Green's operator G : V —* I jEq. (53)] and
of the subspaces PlZu1*)

and P{Zv) are straightforwardly verified:

G(CvnI) = [<j>el\ Dg*€C[rn/},

P(Cu)} ,

where we have used the fact that Ax* jN = (AjN)x*
A c V. The criterion (77) is in turn equivalent to
=

N

(
\N

JV

(78)

'

, <l> € V ,

we can construct a natural isomorphism i r A/N

(85)

G{Cu n /) = P(Cv) .

(86)

On the other hand, if ^ e P[CV), i> = P(<j>) - <f> - H{4>), then O o ^ =
UQ4> e Cv n / and thus V G G{CV n / ) . Therefore it is always true (for
any neighborhood V C M) that
P(CV) C G(CO n / ) .

(87)

Finally, combining Eqs. (86) and (87), we obtain the following:
Lemma 1: An open set V c M is & causally g-regular neighborhood if
and only if
G(CV n / ) C P{CV) .
(88)

for every subspace

After introducing the orthogonal projection (with respect to the inner product < , > « ) P: V —> / by
P : <j> >-* <j> - H{(j>)

(84)

Combining Eqs. (82)-(85), it is easy to see that Eq. (81) is equivalent to

ofaO<9<n-2.
First observe that with respect to any nondtgenerate quadratic form
on a vector space V, one has (AL)X = A for every linear subspace A C V.
By construction, the quadratic form <,>B defines a nondegenerate form
(which we will denote by the same symbol < , > * ) on the quotient space
VjN [for our notation recall Eqs. (48)-(55)]. Clearly, the criterion Eq. (55)
for V C M to be a causally f-regular open neighborhood can be rephrased
in the form

(83)
},

V n [PiZu)^" = P-l{Cv)=N®R[CvnI).
For notat tonal convenience, in this subsection we will denote the
infinite-dimensional vector space A*(Af) by the symbol V; we will suppress most superscripts q as our discussion here is insensitive to the choice

(82)

/n

= In[P[Cv)\la , PjCv) = ln{zvnI\1'>
, In{zVrn\L«
= P{cv),

, (89)
(90)

(79)

• P(A) for any subspace

A c V via
J>f» = 4- H(4>) , 4> G A , (0j e A/N .

It is not difficult to check the following geometric relationships between the subspaces / , Zv, and P(CV) (for an arbitrary open neighborhood
U C Af):

(80)

It is easy to see that the (nondegenerate) quadratic form < , > E restricted
to / coincides, under the isomorphism i : VjN —> / , with that induced on
VjN. Applying i on both sides of Eq. (78) and using this fact, we obtain
another equivalent of the criterion (77):

Suppose ^ e C v n / , and let ill - G[i)>). By definition D « 0 = 4>. We claim
that V is orthogonal to the subspace Zv n / . If V had a component in Zv n /
with respect to the orthogonal decomposition (91), then UQij> would also
have such a component since for every nonzero a e Zv n / , OQO e Zv n /
and O g a / 0. But this contradicts the fact that DgO = 4> € Cv n /
where Cv n / is orthogonal to Zv n / (since Cv and Zv are orthogonal). It
therefore follows that G{CV l~l / ) is orthogonal to Zv n /; using Eq. (89) this
implies that G{CV n / ) C P{CV).
Lemma 2: For any open neighborhood U c Af, the relationship

(81)
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P{C,,) c G(CV n I) c P(CV)
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(92)

holds.
Consider the following statements, where U C M is an arbitrary open
subset: (SI): For every ^ £ V satisfying O g ^ = 0 on M\U, 3 a ^ € JV
that coincides with t/i on M \ V. (S2): For every ( t e J satisfying D g 0 = 0
on M \ f/, 3 i ^ e J V that coincides with V on M \ tr.

Proposition 2: If N is sufficiently large with respect to the neighborhood
U C M, then there can be no linear subspace L of W such that

Proposition 1: The statements (SI) and (S2) are equivalent.
Proof: That ( S 1 ) ^ ( S 2 ) is trivial. For the proof of (S2)=>(S1), first
note that under either (Si) or (S2) we have P{il>) € P(CU) for all $ e V
that satisfy D«V> = 0 ™ M \ V, because 0 = (V» - <t>) + 4, PW = 0,
and ^ - ^ E Cv. Suppose now that (S2) holds. Let $ G V be such that
DflV = Oon Af \f/. Then the element P(0) € /given by P(^>) = $-H(il>)
satisfies Dg[P(0)] = DgV" = 0 on Af \ I/, and by (S2) 3 <f> € N such that
= ^ o n M \ ( / . Put ^ | = H[ill) + ij>. Then 0, € JV coincides with V

The statement (S2) [or {Sl)| can be rephrased as follows: If ij> e /
satisfies D g 0 6 Cy, then ^ = />(i/>) 6 J^Cy); in other words, G{C(, n /) C
P(C [ ; ). Bat this IB precisely the criterion (88) for the causal ^-regularity of
the neighborhood U C M. Hence
Theorem 4: An open neighborhood U c M is causally ^regular if and
only if the statement (SI) is true. In particular, U is a cqT-neighborhood
if and only if the interior of M \ U is causally (/-regular.
For any complex number a € C, we will define the spectral r)-operator
£(s) : H* —» I by the formal sum
£{») = E

I A.r'signfA,)^, <uit\,

(93)

where our notation is as in Eqs. (48)-(54). The operators £{s) commute
with the projection P : W —> J and satisfy £(s)o£[-s)

Definition: The null space (kernel of Dg) N is called sufficiently large
with respect to an open set U C M, if for every 0 G V \ Cv satisfying
O Qij) = 0 on M \U there exists an element <)> € N that vanishes on U
and satisfies < <j>,ilr >R^ 0. We will simply say N is sufficiently large if
every neighborhood around any point p € M contains a neighborhood U
of p with respect to which jV is sufficiently large.

= £(-s)o£(s)

-

(95)
Proof: If such a linear subspace L exists, then 3a £ L such that
a / 0 and alRP(Cv).
Since a £ P(CV) as well, this implies a 6 ZU(M
jEqs.(89)| and so a G P(CV) r\Zvr\I. But a e P(CV) also implies that
Dq*a = 0 on M \ U, and from a € Zu n / it follows that a vanishes on V.
Thus, apart from its possible singular behavior on the boundary dU of U,
a is a (global) solution of the wave equation. Consequently, on the interior
of M \ U a coincides with an element ip G V \ Cu satisfying Oq^ = 0 on
M\U. In particular, for those ^ € V that vanish on U the inner products
< a,^ >R are well defined as ordinary integrals. Since N is sufficiently
large with respect to U by assumption, this implies that there are elements
4>£ N (vanishing on U) such that < a,<j> >R=f- 0. Hence a is not orthogonal
to JV. But this is impossible as a 6 P{CV) c / = N1* jcf. Eq. (52)].D
Definition: A compact space time (M,g) is called spectrally q- benign if the
(point) spectrum {AJ of O<j satisfies the following four conditions: (i).
The zero-eigenspace (kernel of OQ) N is sufficiently large, (ii). For each
nonzero eigenvalue Aj, dim(Ex,) < oo. (iii). The nonzero eigenvalues do
not have any accumulation points in the real line. (iv). The infinite sum
I *i-r* '» convergent.
The following is proved in Goldberg (20), page 98, Theorems IV. 1.6,
IV. 1.7:

P. When the spectrum {A,} of Og is such that Tr[f {s)\ exists for Sfs > K

with large enough K > 0, we will use the symbol
rj(a) = Tr[£{s)]

(94)

to denote the meromorphic function obtained by analytically continuing
Tr[f [s}\ to the whole complex plane C. Note that tj(«) may not exist at
all, as (e.g.) some of the eigcnspaccs Ei, may be infinite dimensional.
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Lemma 3: Let T : D(T) —• Y be a linear operator between two Banach
spaces X and Y. Then any two of the following conditions imply the third:
(i). T is closed, (ii). Range(T) is closed in V. (iii). -y[T) > 0. Here ~t(T)
denotes the "minimum modulus"
= |nf

:eDlT)d\x,N{T)\
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(96)

where N{T] is the null space of T, and d is the distance function on X.
Theorem 5: A spectrally q-benign compact spacetime {M,g) is q-benign.
Proof: The operator £(1) : / —• / has finite norm

ii£(i)ii*= £ i A(r l <oo
by assumption. Hence £{l) is Hilbert-Schmidt => £{l) is compact = *
£ (1) is bounded ==>• <T(1) is closed. From the result that £(1) is compact it
follows that G — £(l) on I. Since for any neighborhood W the restriction
£(1) : CvrC\I —> P{Cw) of £(1) to Cwnl haa minimum modulus 7 = 0
(as I A,- |—* 00 when t —» 00), it follows from Lemma 3 that G[Cw n / ) is not
closed in P{CW). By assumption and by Proposition 2, every neighborhood
around any point p € M contains a neighborhood V of p such that no linear
aubspace L C Hq satisfies Eq. (95), Using Lemma 2 [Eq. (92)] this implies
that G(Cv n /) = P(Gx;). [Note that since the subspace C(CV D /) is not
closed it cannot equal P(C;.r).]D
6.5. Some Conjectures and Speculations
The results we have obtained so far in this paper leave open most
of the fundamental questions on benign compact spacetimes in dimensions
> 3. Does every compact manifold M with \{M) = 0 admit benign Lorentz
metrics? What fraction of all Lorentz metrics in LOTC(M) are benign? As
our discussion in the beginning of this section on higher-dimensional flat
tori has made evident, in general it is difficult to carry out an explicit
computational analysis of these questions in dimensions higher than 2. For
example, consider the problem of constructing a benign Lorentz metric on
T* = Ts x S1. If Ao is a Riemannian metric on T3 with the property that
for every eigenvalue A in the spectrum (of the L&placian) of (Xs,/to) the
quantity i/-\/2ir is an integer, then the Lorentz metric ho — dt ® dt on
T* is benign. The existence of a Riemannian metric ha on T* with this
property is probably possible to prove using the results on the spectrum of
Riemannian manifolds reviewed e.g. in [38] and |8|. However, the explicit
construction of such an hn seems a formidable problem. Moreover, with a
generic Riemannian metric h on T3, the product metric k — dt®dt will not
be benign on T* as the above constraint on the spectrum of k is quite severe.
Clearly, most (in fact almost all) benign Lorentz metrics on T* will not be
decomposable in the form h — dt ® dt; for these generic indecomposable
metrics the explicit analysis of causal regularity is likely to be even more
difficult.

We will speculate in this subsection that for all compact manifolds M
Jwith x(A/) = 0] of dimension > 3 the subset off-benign metrics (in fact the
subset of spectrally 9-benign metrics) is generic in Lorc[M). Although we
present our speculations in the form of rather precise conjectures, for most
of these specific conjectures the existing evidence is not overwhelmingly
compelling. In particular, it is presumable that our conjectures may hold
not in the specific precise form we give below, but rather in a different and
broader context. Our primary goal in formulating these speculations is to
lay out a precise framework, a guide for future research into the mostly
wide-open problems of Lorentzian field theory on compact spacetimes.
The following are stated for the case q = 0; it is plausible that similar
statements will be true for the other l < g < n — 2as well.
Let (M,g) be a compact spacetime with a complete Lorentz metric g. We will denote the spectrum of OQ by S = {(Aj,<f,)}, where
dt = dim[Bxi)' Let F = {u,,} be a corresponding orthonormal sequence
consisting of smooth eigenfunctions. On the set C of closed geodesies of
(M,g), we will introduce an equivalence relation ~ as follows: Any element
7 € C can be written as a pair (*fo,ti), where n is a nonzero integer and
fa is a primitive closed geodesic (i.e. one that cannot be expressed as the
integral iterate of another closed geodesic), Two elements 7 = (-y0, n) and
f1 = (fiotrn) in C are equivalent under ~ if and only if n = m and 70 and
fid belong to the same homology class in Hy(M\ Z). We set G = Cj —.
The sequence L = {('<,£,)} is called the length spectrum of (M,g), where
each /,- represents the length of a closed geodesic (the length of a timelike
geodesic is taken to be negative), and t\ is the number of distinct elements
1 in G which all have the same length /,-. The quotient set G can be written
in the form of a sequence G = {7*,}, where each 7,-, is an element (closed
geodesic) representative of its equivalence class in C, with length(7,,) = I,,

Conjecture 1: Let (M, g) be a generic compact spacetime with a complete
Lorentz metric g. Then there is a one-to-one correspondence between the
spectra 5 and L, and a similar one-to-one correspondence between the sequences F and G\ i.e. the spectrum of OQ determines the length spectrum
of closed geodesies. More precisely, one can index the sequences F and G
(or the sequences 5 and L) in such a way that (i) <£ = St for each 1 / 0, (ii)
for i = 0, Ao = 0, /o = 0, and da =• 6,, 4 1, (iii) if A, > 0 then I< < 0, and if
A, < 0 then (( > 0, (iv) the subsets {AJ c il and {(J c R are topologically
homeomorphic.
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In the case of compact Riemannian manifolds, it is known that generically the eigenvalue spectrum and the length spectrum determine each
other (|8], [38], [16], [23]). In Sect. 7.1 below we will further discuss the
relationship between the spectra 5 and L, and give arguments based on
path integration for a point particle that lend support to Conjecture 1 in
the Lorentzian case. It will become clear from these arguments that the
notion of "genericity" which constitutes part of the hypothesis of Conjecture 1 (and which we left purposefully unspecified) must involve at least the
condition that the closed geodesies of (M,g) are free of conjugate points.
[E.g., Conjecture 1 holds for all flat LorenU tori in all dimensions (Sect.4);
it is an instructive exercise to verify this explicitly.]
Recall the definition of a "benign eigenvalue spectrum" (for Dg)
which we introduced in the last subsection 6.2. We will similarly call the
length Bpectrum L = {(Ii, Si)} "benign" if (i) the noniero part of L [i.e. the
sequence {('<,£>) I > / 0}| satisfies the conditions (ii)-(iv) of the definition in
Sect.6.2, and (ii) there are "sufficiently many" closed null geodesies. We
will leave the qualifier "sufficiently many" used in the last condition (ii)
unspecified.
If Conjecture 1 is true, then it implies the following:
Conjecture 2: For a generic compact spacetime [M,g), the spectrum 5 is
benign iff the length spectrum L is benign iff (M, j) is spectrally O-benign.
If the length spectrum L is benign, we can construct the Stlberg zetafunction
S(s)=
e - M «gn(/()]
(97)
defined by Eq. (97) when the complex argument s e C belongs to the half
plane {»(*) > K) with K > 0 sufficiently large (|38|, [15], [16], [23]).
Conjecture 3: When a compact spacetime (Af, g) has benign length
specrum, the Selberg seta-function S(a) [Eq. (97)] is meromorphically extendible to the entire complex plane. Moreover, for generic compact spacetimes $(s) is "related" lo the spectral rj-function ti(s) denned by Eq.(94).
We suspect that the "relationship" between S{s) and TJ(S) might involve the equality of particular values and/or the determination of the
(nonzero) eigenvalue spectrum S by the zeroes of S(s) (J38|, [15], |16|).
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Conjecture 4: Let Af be a compact manifold with vanishing Euler number
and dim M > 3. Then those complete Lorentz metrics g on M under which
(Af, g) has benign length spectrum constitute a generic subset in Lorc(M).
For two-dimensional compact spacetiraes Conjecture 4 is falee (Sect. 4).
The reason is that in two dimensions the geodesic Bow of any compact
spacetime is (upto a conformal transformation) a completely-integrable
Hamiltonian system on the cotangent bundle (by virtue of global conformaltriviality; see Sect. 4). It is not difficult to see that completely-integrable
Lorentzian geodesic flows generically give rise to non-benign length spectra
for the closed geodesies. By contrast, we speculate (in Conjecture 4) that
in dimensions higher than 2 the geodesic flows of compact spacetimes will
generically involve benign length spectra. It is conceivable that a proof for
Conjecture 4 can be obtained using Morse-theoretical techniques similar to
those employed in the study of Riemannian closed geodesies (for a review
see [9]).
If both are true, Conjecture 2 combined with Conjecture 4 imply the
following (at least for <J = 0):
Conjecture 5: Let Af be a compact manifold with x(M) = 0, dimM —
n > 3, and let 0 < g < n — 2. Then those complete Lorentz metrics g on
M under which (M,g) is spectrally f-benign constitute a generic subset in
LOTC{M).

Note that neither the space Lorc(M) nor the conformal moduli space
Mod[M) are finite dimensional when dim M > 3. Consequently, the notion
of "genericity" used in Conjectures 4 and 5 cannot be based on simple
Lebesgue-measure theory as in the two-dimensional case (see the discussion
in Sect. 4). We suspect that the notion of genericity that is appropriate
for the above discussion is the one advocated in [44], according to which
any subset that can be written as the countable intersection of open-dense
subsets is generic.
Let (M,g) be a spectrally <j-bcnign compact spacetime, 0 < q < n — 2.
Using the spectral r;-function rf,(s) [Eq.(94)| one can construct the real
number f),(0), denned as the value of rj^(s) at s = 0 if »J,(J) is regular at
the origin, or the value of the residue if TJ,{$) has a pole at s = O. The
number r)q(0) is the regularized index of the quadratic form < , > B on the
infinite-dimensional vector space \i{M). Clearly, rj,(O) is independent of
the choice of the Riemannian metric gH on M. How does fj,(Q) depend on
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the choice of the spectrally 4-benign Lorentz metric ff?
We suspect that if the kernel (zero-eigenspace) N of Dq is sufficiently
large in the sense of Sect. 6.2, then N is In fact as large as is allowed by
the local structure of the differential operator OQ- In other words, as g
varies over spectrally g-benign Lorentz metrics on M the size of the kernel N
remains "constant;" any nonzero eigenspace that "sinks" into JV is replaced
by another equally large nonzero eigenspace. Consequently, during such a
variation of g the quantity 17, (0) can only change by an even integer.

metrics on the two-torus T 3 are in fact spectrally (O-)benign. It is easy to
compute the quantity rjo(O) for these benign two-tori using the results of
[2] (because of conforms.! invariance only flat tori need to be considered).
It turns out that rjo{O) vanishes for any benign Lorentz metric on T2; this
result is consistent with the above Conjecture.
Similar manifold invariants that measure the spectral asymmetry of
elliptic operators (on Riemannian manifolds) are considered in (6], [7j, and
[38].

Conjecture 6; Let M be an n-dimensional compact manifold with \{M) =
0. Then for any integer q, 0 < g < n - 2, the real number t;,(0)(mod2)
is independent of the choice of a spectrally 4-benign Lorentz metric g €
Lorc(M); in other words, the numbers r),(0)(mod2) (0 < q < n — 2) are
differential invariants of the manifold M.

T. QUANTUM FIELDS ON A COMPACT BACKGROUND:
PROBLEMS AND SPECULATIONS

Note that the linear map *d : A*(M) —• A""'~l(Af) commutes
with a [Eq. (30)] and hence defines an isomorphism from each nonzero
eigenspace of D : A."(M) —• A'(M) onto an eigenspace (with equal
eigenvalue) of D : An"*"1(M) —• An"'~I(M). However, no such isomorphism exists between the nonzero eigenspaces of Dg : A*(M) —• A'(M)
and OQ : A"-«-'(M) —• A"~«->(M). Moreover, because of the indefinite nature of the quadratic form < , > H , the contribution that a nonzero
eigenspace of a : A'(Af) —• A'(M) makes to the index of the form
< , > £ on A*(M) is not the same as the contribution that the isomorphic
eigenspace |of D : An"'"](M) —> An~»~'(M)l makes to the index of <, >E
on A""»"1(M) jEq. (32)]. As a consequence, all invariants r),(0)(mod2)
(0 < q < n — 2) are in general mutually independent; no general relationship exists between fj,(0)(mod2) and t)n-^y[0)[mo&2). Similar comments apply to the invariant rjn_i(0)(mod2). We have excluded the field
theory of (n — 1)-forms from consideration because it has no geometric
content: For n = q — 1 the null space N is always equal to the space
of closed (n — l)-forms on M. In particular, JV is never sufficiently large
in the sense of Sect. 6. 2, and [M,g) is never benign with respect to the
field theory of (n — l)-forms. However, the nonzero part of the Bpectrum
of Oq • \n'1(M) —> A""'(M) is benign whenever (M,g) is spectrally Obenign. In general, the real number fjB^i(0)(mod 2) (computed with respect
to any spectrally 0-benign Lorentz metric g on M) defines a differential invariant of M independent of the invariant Tj0(0)(mod2).

In this subsection we will explore (in a heuristic fashion) some basic
properties of path integrals of the form

As can be seen from the discussion in Sect. 4, all benign Lorentz
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7.1. Some Conjecture* on the Path Integral for a Point-Particle in Compact
Spacctime

<q\qo>

=j

(98)

in a compact spacetime [Myg), where q, q0 € M, and the integration is
over all paths f(\) joining 90 to q and all momenta p[X) £ T'lWM. Part
of our discussion will be based on plauaability arguments and speculations
concerning the formal aspects of integrals of the form (98); we will not
attempt to prove any of these speculations in this paper. We will see
that our analysis provides intriguing evidence in support of Conjecture 1
(Sect.6.3 above), and that if made rigorous it could in fact provide a proof.
Let (M, g) be any (not necessarily compact) complete n-dimensional
spacetime. Let fl, qa 6 M, u € Tq,,M be a unit time]ike vector at q0, and let
m > 0 be a real number. We will define a complex quantity < q \ j fl ; m, u >
via the path integral
S(pap* + rn2),

(99)
where the domain of integration consists of all paths "y( A) from qa to q which
initially (at qB) are tangent to u h.(0) = au, a > 0] and of all momenta
p(\) £ r%(itAf. We will interpret < q \ qo;m,u > as the "tunneling
amplitude" at q for a free point-particle of rest mass m living on the classical
trajectory (geodesic) uniquely determined by q0 G M and u £ 1\,,M. Using
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the standard representation

6{pap" + m1) = i - r

Inserting this result into Eq. (101) and rearranging the constant factors we
obtain [with A = {N + l)SX\

exp[i(papa + m'j

(100)

of the Dirac 6-function, subdividing the interval [0, A] for the parameter
A into N + 1 equal intervals (A1+1 - Aj = 6X), and putting T(A,) = -jfj,
7,(A;) = -Yi, and p(A;) = pj, we can rewrite Eq. (99) in the form

<q

| </0:m,u>= Jim

where we have used the measure Eq. (104) and shifted the ghost variables «,by the constant SA/2. The integral representation (Gradshteyn and Ryzhik
122])

= Jim
W+l

J"c-1expi{m1c-a/c)dc=t(-£)

In Eq. (101), the integration measures Dfi[i\, DN{P}, and DN\C] axe given by
JV+l

(102)

= II

(103)

- nf

(104)

[where each dji represent* the standard volume form on (M, g) and each
dpi ie the contravariant n-form equivalent to d^ under g\, and the symbol
{£)} is used to indicate the domain (or limits) of the integration over f(A),
p(A), and the real-valued "ghost" path «(A); for each JV these limits are
uniquely fixed by the definition Eq. (99) and by the identity Eq. (100).
The integral over the momenta pi in Eq. (101) is easy to evaluate after
rewriting the integrand in the form
SX

/

c*'expi(vn}c - Q/C) dc = -2iri(l + am1) + O(a*) for a < 0 (108)

in dimension n = 2, and
I

c~ J expi(m 3 c- a/c) dc = 2jrmJ(l + -am*)+ O[a3)

for a < 0 (109)

in dimension n = 4, which both follow directly from Eq. (107). In both
Eqs. (108) and (109) the integral on the left hand side vanishes identically
for a > 0. Combining the results Eqs. (108) and (109) with Eq. (106), we
obtain the final expressions

J51

=

P w [-y]exp(^m'A)(2jr)- 2 '" +1 'i" v+1 ) x

lim /
S~*oo J{D)

(105)

When integrated over p, according to the measure Eq. (103), the exponential
of the Pi-dependent sum in the integrand (105) yields the multiplicative
factor

(107)

of the Bessel functions K*{z) allows us to evaluate the ghost integral in
Eq. (106) explicitly. For definiteness we will focus our attention on two
and four-dimensional spacetimes (n = 2, 4) in the rest of our discussion.
In these dimensions, the result of each integration over c.j is determined
according to the formulae

<<H?0;m,u>
2 f

' /f]_n/1(2vW')

in dimension n = 2, and
<q\go;m,u>

=

[

Af+l

2

2

in dimension n = 4, where the path integral (over the domain {D}) is
over all future-pointing timtlikt paths 7(X) with 7(0) = <fo. 1>(A) = q, and
-f.(0) = au, a > 0.
It is not difficult to see from Eqs. (1X0) and (111) that for fixed go
and t* the complex quantity < q \ qQ;m,ti > satisfies
D

>=

(112)

1 ?ol'n>«

the singularities of < q \ ?o',m,u > (on f) would not be isolated. Let
i(i) = exp4o{tu) be a timelike (or spatelike) primitive dosed geodesic in
(M,g). Can we use the path integral < q | qo;m,u > to construct smooth
eigenfunctions of D associated to each such closed geodesic? We speculate
that given a primitive closed geodesic 7 of the above form, genericaily there
will be a sequence {m*} = {0 < mj < mj < . . . < m* < ...} depending
only on the length / and the homology class [7] of 7,
m

as a function of q G M. In fact, in a globally hyperbolic complete spacetime
(Af, 9), < 5 I <jo;m, u > is the unique solution of G</> = m V that develops
from the initial data

§*!„ =-«<*-»);

1

(114)

{mu-»n,m->0}

where n G TtaM is a null vector. The solution 4>(q \ qo;n) will again have
f-function-type singularities on the null geodesic exp, n ((n). In the same
spirit, it is perfectly natural to consider the path integrals Eq. ( i l l ) or

Eq. (110) in the form where (i) u 6 THM is a tpacclikc unit vector, (ii) all
formulae are modified by the substitution m —* im, and (iii) the integration
is over atl spaeeiike paths joining q0 to q. The result < q \ qo\m,u > will
be a solution of \3<j> — m'tfi with ^-function singularities on the spacetike
geodesic exp,JJu).
Now let [M, g) be a complete compact spacetime. Clearly, the path
integral < q \ go;m,u > does not exist unless the (timelike or spacelike)
geodesic •>(() = exp4ij((u) is closed; a complete, open geodesic 1 in a compact spacetime would have limit points that lie outside -j, and consequently

(lls)

t['(f)ih]| 1

(116)

- < q I qo;mk,-u>
1

It is reasonable to expect that in a globally hyperbolic [M, g) solutions
to D ^ = 0 will be similarly derivable from the path integral Eq. (Ill) [or
Eq. (110)) by evaluating the limit
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= m

such that the path integral < q \ qo;rn, u > is convergent for each m = mt.
Moreover, we suspect that the complex function

(113)

where X> is any global Cauchy surface in (M,g) which passes through 40
orthogonally to the vector u, n denotes the unit normal to E, and h is
the (n — l)-raetric on E. We conjecture that on a globally hyperbolic background the path integrals (110), (111) are always convergent in a rigorously
welt-defined sense, for every choice of qa and the mass m, m > 0. The function </i(<;)=< <j ]flo;m,u > satisfies O<t> = vn?4> In the L!-sense except for 6function-type singularities on the geodesic (classical path) i[t) = exp (o (t«).

lim

»(if)

1

will be a solution (in the Z'-Bense) of D ^ = "i* ^ (or C\4> = —f* ^) which
is free of singularities everywhere, including -7. It is reasonable to hope
that in a generic compact spacetime the construction (116) will associate
an independent real elgenfunction of • with each integer iterate of the
closed geodesic 7 (cf. Conjecture 1, Sect. 6.3).
On physical grounds, we expect that in the geometric-optics limit k —>
00 and mi —» 00 the sequence mk{i) [Eq. (115)] will have the asymptotic
behavior
m* I Hi) |~ 2)rph)t (k~>o°),
(117)
where p(i) is a positive integer
. Ml-

(us)

It is not difficult to see that for flat Lorentz tori this geometric-optics behavior is exact for all k (Sect.4).
Is it possible to extend the above approach to closed null geodesies

and solutions of the wave equation O<f> = 01 Inspection shows that a
limiting procedure of the kind described in Eq. (114) will not be directly
applicable for closed null geodesies in a compact spacetime. We conjecture,
however, that using an appropriate limiting construction based on the idea
depicted in Fig. 2 the desired result may be achieved. Here the closure of a
small open neighborhood U which intersects the closed null geodesic 1 and
lies to the future of qf> is deleted from the spacctimc; the limit Eq. (114) is
evaluated in the new (noncompact) spacetime M \U and later combined
with the limit where the neighborhood U shrinks to zero. We speculate that
by applying the same procedure to the past-directed closed null geodesic 7
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(removing a similar neighborhood V from the local past of q0 and taking
the limit V —» {}), and using the construction described in Eq. (116), it
may be possible (in the generic case) to associate a discrete sequence of real
solutions of O<fr = 0 with each closed null geodesic f. It seems fairly obvious
that a necessary condition for this procedure to work is the absence of any
conjugate points on the closed null geodesies of the compact spacetime
(A/, 9).
If Conjecture 1 is true, then for any pair of primitive closed geodesies
<?, i with equal length [J(ir) = ((V)] and homology class {t ~ -/) the
associated eigenfunctions [Eq. (116)] must satisfy

= * * * ( « I Y;fc) Vfc

(119)

where Ak are complex numbers. Physically, An can be interpreted as the
tunneling amplitudes between the (locally identical) classical paths k~t and
Jty, We speculate that each Ak can be expressed as a path integral evaluated over all 2-cycles o with da = 7 - ->'.
The rigorous analysis of the path Integrals Eqs. (110) and (111) and
any further attempt to justify the above conjectures lie beyond the scope
of this paper. For a taste of the difficulties likely to be faced in a rigorous
treatment see [45] and the references therein.
7.S. Quantum Field Theory on a Compact Background: Problems
Classical (Lorentzian) field theory on a compact spacetime involves a
wide variety of novel mathematical features some of which we have explored
in the previous sections. In this short subsection we will briefly comment
on the issues raised by quantization.
For simplicity we restrict our attention to scalar (q — 0) field theory
on a compact background (Mtg), An immediate consequence of compactness is that canonical quantization ceases to be a convenient and natural
approach: A compact spacetime may not admit any global spacelike hypersurfaces (Sect. 2); and even when such hypersurfaces exist they may
not all be homologous, i.e. there may exist a pair of hypersurfaces whose
diference is not the boundary of an n-cycle in M (by contrast, all Cauchy
surfaces in a globally hyperbolic spacetime are homologous to each other).
Consequently, it is difficult, to define a natural Klein-Gordon inner product
(symplectic structure) on the space of solutions N. (For a quick review
of the relevant aspects of canonical quantization see the introductory sec50

tion in Woodhouse [43j.) Moreover, even if one succeeds in constructing a
symplectic product on N [e.g. via (0,0) = / t ^ V V - ^ V ' ^ J i T " ' ! ! . after
singling out a particular global spacelike hypersurface E (which hypersurface determines each solution in N uniquely by its Cauchy data on E)], the
standard postulates of canonical quantization (such as the cotnmutativity
of the field operators evaluated at different points of D) are difficult to justify because of the global causal correlations (self-consistency constraints
on the data on £) between locally-spaceMke-separated points of {M,g),
We believe that the most natural approach to quantization in a compact background spacetime (or in any spacetime containing closed causal
curves) is path integration. The path-integral approach easily makes transparent a fundamental feature of quantum field theory on compact backgrounds, namely the existence of a uniquely determined canonical vacuum
state. Consider the generating functional
(120)

2\J\ =
where / M £[0] is

action defined by Eq. (33)

L\<t>] ~

(121)

*d<t> =

and the path integral is over all fields </> orthogonal to the space of solutions
N with respect to the Hilbert-space structure < , > J J on A°(Af). It is easy
to see that the Green's function (propagator) derived from 2[J],
(122)
is precisely the Green's operator G defined in Eqs. (S3)-(S4). [It is instructive to compute the path integral (120) explicitly and verify this statement
for the flat two-torus Tjii) (Sect. 4); the result can be obtained [after expanding the field 4> in an orthonormal basts of A°(M)] via a simple regularization process. We suspect that this is a generic feature of Lorentzian
path integrals on a compact background; they can be computed directly
using standard rcgularization schemes without recourse to the euciidean
approach.] Tfie construction l'Jq.(l20) of the generating functional Z\J\
specifies a unique vacuum sLato for the field <f> because the Greon's function
Eq. (122) is sensitive to the choice of vacuum; in other words, the canonical
vacuum state is associated with a canonical choice of boundary conditions
{<j> _L N) for the (classical) field 4> in the path integral (120). If [M,g)
admits a global spacelike hypursurface JJ, then an alternative way to define the above vacuum is to introduce the "vacuum-state wave functional"
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* 0 : C°°(£) —• R via the path integral
(123)
where the integration is over all fields 4> -L N that coincide with h on £, It is
an interesting challenge to give a canonical-quantization interpretation for
the vacuum defined by Eq. (123) [i.e. an interpretation based on a specific
choice of polarization (mode decomposition) In the classical phase space of
solutions N\.
If our Conjecture 5 (Sect. 6.3) is false and non-benign compact spacetimes are the rule rather than the exception, would this necessarily render
the study of compact spacetimes an irrelevant mathematical exercise? It
appears conceivable that from the viewpoint of quantum field theory nonbenign spacetimes may be as interesting as benign ones. For example,
a non-benign two-torus T(i,r) with r irrational (Sect. 4) features a finitedimemional phase space of classical solutions, and it is easy to construct
other examples of compact spacetimes (consider S1 x Sl) whose phase
spaces of solutions (to • 0 = 0) have arbitrary and finite dimensions. On
these compact backgrounds the vacuum expectation value of the stressenergy tensor for the field 4> is manifestly finite. On the other hand, near
any point in any of these spacetimes there exist as many local modes of
solutions to D^ = 0 as in Minkowski space; most of these local modes do
not extend globally to become elements of the phase space N. Since the
standard argument for stress-tensor renormalization is the "subtraction"
of the contribution of these local high-frequency modes, it is not entirely
obvious how the avoidance of renormalization can be justified when N is
finite dimensional. Similar issues of principle are also raised for those nonbenign spacetimes where the phase space JV is not finite dimensional but
excludes all (or almost all) local modes with high enough frequency (a good
example is the flat four-torus 'i"1^) discussed in Sect.6).
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1. Typical behavior of an Incomplete timelike geodesic 7 in a
compact spacetiine M. The curve 7 is infinitely long with respect to any
Riemannian metric on M, but it has finite Lorentz length since the tangent
vector 1, asymptotes a null direction. In particular, by slightly opening up
the null cones of M 1 can be turned into a complete curve with infinite
Lorentz length.
Figure 2. The geometry of the conjectured construction that associates
solutions of the wave equation with closed null geodesies in a compact
spacetime M. The open neighborhood U intersects both the closed null
geodesic 7 and the local future of go £ M. The closure of the neighborhood
U is removed from the spacetime (see text).
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